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Abstract
We study a simple model of similarity-based global cumulative imitation in symmetric games with
large and ordered strategy sets and a salient winning player. We show that the learning model explains
behavior well in both …eld and laboratory data from one such “winner-takes-all” game: the lowest
unique positive integer game in which the player that chose the lowest number not chosen by anyone else
wins a …xed prize. We corroborate this …nding in three other winner-takes-all games and discuss under
what conditions the model may be applicable beyond this class of games. Theoretically, we show that
global cumulative imitation without similarity weighting results in a version of the replicator dynamic
in winner-takes-all games.
JEL codes: C72, C73, L83.
Key words: Learning, imitation, behavioral game theory, evolutionary game theory, stochastic
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integer game, mixed equilibrium.

1. Introduction
People learn both from their own and from other’s experiences. Imitative learning is often argued
to be particularly prevalent in complex situations or when information about the rules of the game is
limited (see e.g. Apesteguia et al., 2007, Alós-Ferrer & Weidenholzer, 2014 and Friedman et al., 2015).
Although there is evidence that people do learn by imitation in games, relatively little is known about
when they imitate, and exactly how they imitate. What kind of imitation that is used matters for the
trajectory and rest points of the learning dynamics (Vega-Redondo, 1997, Schlag, 1998, Alos-Ferrer,
2004, Huck et al., 1999) and for the speed of convergence (Roth, 1995). The degree to which a learner
relies on imitation, and what form of imitation the player employs, is likely to depend both on the game
played and on the feedback available to players.
In this paper, we study a particular type of imitation that we hypothesize is relevant in contexts where
information about the most successful player is readily available and salient, while other information that
can guide the learning process is scarce. Speci…cally, we focus on symmetric games with large and ordered
strategy spaces in which there is at most one winning player that earns a …xed prize, whereas all other
players earn nothing. We call such games winner-takes-all (WTA) games. One prominent example
belonging to this class of games is the beauty contest game (Nagel, 1995). An intuitively appealing
learning heuristic in such games is to imitate strategies that are similar to previous winning strategies.
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We specify a learning model according to which players react only to feedback about the winning
strategies in WTA games. Propensities to play a particular action are updated cumulatively, in response to how often that action, or similar actions, won in the past. We call the resulting learning
model similarity-weighted global cumulative imitation (GCI). We analyze the discrete time stochastic
GCI process without similarity-weighting in WTA games and show that, asymptotically, it can be approximated by the replicator dynamic multiplied by the expected number of players. It is known that any
Nash equilibrium is a rest point of the replicator dynamic, and if the replicator converges to an interior
state, then it is a Nash equilibrium.
Our proposed learning model was initially designed by combining features from existing learning
models to understand learning in a particular WTA game, the lowest unique positive integer (LUPI)
game. As shown by Östling et al. (2011), players quickly learn to play close to the complicated mixed
strategy equilibrium of the LUPI game. In this paper, we show that traditional learning models cannot
explain rapid convergence in the LUPI game, but that convergence can be explained by similarityweighted GCI in both the …eld and laboratory. Studying the LUPI game has the additional advantage
that we can study strategic learning in the …eld, which is rarely possible (a recent exception is Doraszelski
et al., 2018).
To test whether similarity-weighted GCI learning can explain behavior in other games than LUPI, we
test the model’s out-of-sample performance in three additional WTA games: the second lowest unique
positive integer (SLUPI) game, the center-most unique positive integer (CUPI) game and a variant of
the beauty contest (pmBC) game. We …nd our learning model explains behavior at least as well in SLUPI
and CUPI as in the LUPI game we designed similarity-weighted GCI for. In the pmBC, convergence
to equilibrium is very rapid and our learning model only helps to explain behavior during the …rst few
rounds of play.
Our main reason for focusing on WTA games is that once we move beyond the class of WTA games,
GCI learning can take several di¤erent forms depending on how propensities are updated when several
players earn positive payo¤s, i.e., when there is not just a single winner that earns a …xed prize. By
focusing on WTA games we avoid this multiplicity of possible speci…cations. A further reason to focus
on WTA games is that the GCI learning process induces a dynamic that can be approximated by the
replicator dynamic in WTA games, something that provides us with some theoretical predictions for the
long-run behavior of the learning process. In the Appendix we relax the restriction to WTA games and
de…ne four di¤erent versions GCI learning for general games, distinguished by whether players respond
to all payo¤s proportionally or only on the highest payo¤, and by whether players react to how many
players that choose a given strategy. Only one of these combinations will induce a dynamic that can be
approximated by the replicator dynamic in general games. The other combinations do not yield known
or tractable dynamics.
WTA games are primarily useful as a vehicle for studying global imitation, but may also have some
economic interest. For example, the LUPI game is reminiscent of situations in which …rms compete to
develop new products or researchers compete to develop new scienti…c ideas: there is both an incentive
to …nd the most pro…table product or interesting idea and an incentive to avoid congestion and develop
a unique product or idea. Nevertheless, most games of economic interest do not fall within the con…nes
of WTA games. In the …nal section of the paper, we therefore analyze how the di¤erent versions of
similarity-weighted GCI performs empirically in two games that resemble WTA games: a Tullock contest
and an all-pay auction. We show that players not only imitate the winning player in these games and
that imitation of all players proportional to the payo¤s received explain behavior better. We therefore
conjecture that games beyond the class of WTA games are only conducive to imitation of the highestearning player when feedback about the winning player is salient and the rules of the game does not
make it apparent that solely imitating the winner is suboptimal.
Our proposed learning model assembles parts of pre-existing models. It is most closely related to
Sarin & Vahid (2004), Roth (1995) and Roth & Erev (1995). In order to explain quick learning in weaklink games, Sarin & Vahid (2004) add similarity-weighted learning to the reinforcement learning model of
Cross (1973), whereas Roth (1995) substitutes reinforcement learning (formally equivalent to the model
of Harley, 1981) with a model based on imitating the most successful (highest earning) players (pp. 38–
39). Similarly, Roth & Erev (1995) model “public announcements” in proposer competition ultimatum
games (“market games”) as reinforcing the winning bid (p. 191). Relatedly, Du¤y & Feltovich (1999)
study whether feedback about one other randomly chosen pair of players a¤ects learning in ultimatum
and best-shot games. Whereas the propensity to generalize stimuli according to similarity has been
studied relatively little in strategic interactions, it is well-established in non-strategic settings (see e.g.
Shepard, 1987). In contrast to most existing models that assume pair-wise imitation, we assume each
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revising individual imitates globally. Global imitation results in the replicator dynamic multiplied by
the expected number of players in WTA games. In contrast, it is well-known that reinforcement learning
(and pair-wise cumulative imitation) is generally approximated by the replicator dynamic without the
expected number of players as an added multiplicative factor (c.f. Börgers & Sarin, 1997, Hopkins, 2002,
and Björnerstedt & Weibull, 1996).
This paper is also related to unpublished work by Christensen et al. (2009) who study learning
in LUPI laboratory experiments with rich feedback, but they do not study imitation and …nd that
reinforcement learning performs worse than …ctitious play. They also report …eld data from LUPI’s close
market analogue the lowest unique bid auction (LUBA), but their data do not allow them to study
learning. The latter is also true for other papers that study LUBA, e.g. Raviv & Virag (2009), Houba
et al. (2011), Pigolotti et al. (2012), Costa-Gomes & Shimoji (2014) and Mohlin et al. (2015).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the equilibrium of WTA games we
study and study GCI learning using stochastic approximation. Section 3 describes and analyzes the …eld
and lab LUPI game. Section 4 analyzes the WTA games that were designed to assess the out-of-sample
explanatory power of our model, and shows that other learning models cannot easily explain the data.
Section 5 discusses how similarity-weighted GCI performs in some other games and 6 concludes the
paper. A number of appendices provide additional results as well as proofs of theoretical results.
2. Theoretical Framework
2.1. WTA games
We restrict attention to winner-takes-all (WTA) games in which N players simultaneously choose
integers from 1 to K. The number of players can be …xed or variable. The pure strategy space is denoted
S = f1; 2; :::; Kg and the mixed strategy space is the (K 1)-dimensional simplex . A WTA game is
de…ned by a mapping k : S N ! S [ f;g that determines the winning number. All players earn zero
except the player(s) choosing k (s). If only one player chooses k (s), that player earns 1, whereas one
player is randomly selected to receive 1 if more than one player choose the winning number. If k (s) = ;,
all players earn zero.
2.1.1. Equilibrium in the LUPI Game
In the LUPI game, the lowest uniquely chosen number wins. Let U (s) denote the set of uniquely
chosen numbers under strategy pro…le s,
U (s) = fsj 2 fs1 ; s2 ; :::; sN g s.t. sj 6= sl for all sl 2 fs1 ; s2 ; :::; sN g with l 6= jg :
Then the winning number k (s) is given by
k (s) =

minsi 2U (s) si
;

if jU (s)j =
6 0;
if jU (s)j = 0.

Since a unique number cannot be chosen by more than one player, the payo¤ is
usi (s) = u (si ; s i ) =

1
0

if si = k (s) ;
otherwise.

(1)

Primarily for tractability, we focus on the case then the number of players N is uncertain and Poisson
distributed with mean n. Let p denote the population average strategy, i.e. pk is the probability that a
randomly chosen player picks the pure strategy k. Östling et al. (2011) show the expected payo¤ to a
player putting all probability on strategy k given the population average strategy p is
k (p) = e

npk

kY1

1

npi e

npi

.

i=1

Östling et al. (2011) show that the LUPI game with a Poisson distributed number of players has a
unique (symmetric) Nash equilibrium, which is completely mixed. The equilibrium with 53,783 players
(the average number of daily choices in the …eld) is shown by the dashed line in Figures 3a and 3b below.
Östling et al. (2011) and Mohlin et al. (2015) show that the Nash equilibrium with Poission-distributed
population uncertainty is a close approximation to the Nash equilibrium with a …xed number of players.
Proposition A1 in Appendix A shows another equilibrium property, namely that the probability that k
is the winning number is proportional to the probability that k is played.
3

2.1.2. Equilibrium in CUPI, SLUPI and pmBC
In the CUPI game, the winner is the uniquely chosen number in U (s) closest to (1 + K)=2. If two
uniquely chosen numbers are equally close, the higher of the two numbers wins. In other words, the
CUPI game is simply the LUPI game with a re-shu- ed strategy space.
In the SLUPI game, the winning number k (s) is the second lowest chosen number among the set of
uniquely chosen numbers U (s). If jU (s)j < 2, there is no winner, i.e. k (s) = ;. SLUPI has K symmetric
pure strategy Nash equilibria in which all players choose the same number, but there is no symmetric
mixed strategy Nash equilibrium. To see why there is no symmetric mixed strategy equilibrium, note that
the lowest number in the support of such an equilibrium is guaranteed not to win. For the expected payo¤
to be the same for all numbers in the equilibrium support, higher numbers in the equilibrium support
must be guaranteed not to win. This can only happen if the equilibrium consists of two numbers, but in
that case the expected payo¤ from playing some other number would be positive.
In a pmBC game (Nagel, 1995, Ho et al., 1998), the winning number k (s) is the chosen integer
closest to p times the median guess plus a constant m. (This scalar p is not to be confused with the
population average strategy p de…ned above.) If more than one player picks k (s) one of them is selected
at random to be the winner. The unique Nash equilibrium is that all players choose the integer closest
to m= (1 p). In our laboratory experiment, p = 0:3 and m = 5, so the equilibrium is that all players
choose number 7.
2.2. Global Cumulative Imitation (GCI)
We now de…ne the GCI learning model for WTA games. Time is discrete and in each period t 2 N,
N individuals from a population are randomly drawn to play a symmetric game. The expected payo¤ to
strategy k under the population average strategy p is denoted k (p). Note that since the winning prize
is normalized to 1 the expected payo¤ of strategy k is equal to the probability of winning when using
strategy k.
A learning procedure can be described by an updating rule that speci…es how the attractions of
di¤erent actions are modi…ed, or reinforced, in response to experience, and a choice rule that speci…es
how the attractions of di¤erent actions are transformed into mixed strategies which then generate actual
choices.
Updating rule. Let Ak (t) denote the attraction of strategy k at the beginning of period t. During
period t, actions are chosen and attractions are then updated according to
Ak (t + 1) = Ak (t) + rk (t) ,

(2)

where rk (t) is the reinforcement of action k in period t. Strictly positive initial attractors fAi (1)gK
i=1
are exogenously given.
To capture global imitation we assume that the reinforcement factor is equal to 1 for the winning
strategy and zero for all other strategies, i.e.
rk (t) =

1
0

if k = k (s);
otherwise.

(3)

Choice rule. Consider an individual who uses the mixed strategy (t) that puts weight k (t) on
strategy k. Attractions are transformed into choice by the following power function (Luce, 1959),
k

Ak (t)
.
(t) = PK
j=1 Aj (t)

(4)

Note that
= 0 means uniform randomization and
! 1 means playing only the strategy with
the highest attraction. As pointed out by Roth & Erev (1995), this simple choice rule together with
accumulating attractions has the realistic implication that the learning curve ‡attens over time.
In WTA there is a most one winner every period, so at most one action is reinforced every period,
Since we consider games with large, ordered strategy sets, reinforcing only the winning number would
result in a learning process that is slow and tightly clustered on previous winners. Therefore, we follow
Sarin & Vahid (2004) by assuming that numbers that are similar to the winning number may also be
reinforced. We use the triangular Bartlett similarity function used by Sarin & Vahid (2004). This function
implies that strategies close to previous winners are reinforced and that the magnitude of reinforcement
decreases linearly with distance from the previous winner.
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Let W denote the size of the “similarity window” and de…ne the similarity function
o
n
max 0; 1 jk W kj
n
o.
k (k ) = PK
jk
ij
max
0;
1
i=0
W

(5)

We set rk (t) = k (kt ) ; where kt is the winning number in t (if there is no winning number, reinforcements are zero). The similarity window is shown in Figure 1 for k = 10 and W = 3. Note that the
similarity weights are normalized so that they sum to one.
[INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE]
Figure 1. Bartlett similarity window (k = 10, W = 3).

2.3. Stochastic Approximation of GCI
In this subsection, we study GCI learning in WTA games using stochastic approximation techniques.
We derive analytical results for GCI without similarity-weighted imitation and under the assumption
that = 1. Later we brie‡y discuss similarity-weighted GCI.
2.3.1. Deriving the Perturbed Replicator Dynamic as Approximation
The updating and choice rules described in the previous section together de…ne a stochastic process
on the set of mixed strategies (i.e. the probability simplex). Since new reinforcements are added to
old attractions, the relative importance of new reinforcements will decrease over time. This means that
the stochastic process moves with smaller and smaller steps. Under certain conditions, the stochastic
process will eventually behave approximately like a deterministic process. By …nding an expression for
this deterministic process, and studying its convergence properties, we are able to infer convergence
properties of the original stochastic process.
Recall that p denotes the population average strategy. To simplify the exposition we assume that
all individuals have the same initial attractions, so that all individuals play the same strategy, i.e. we
assume
Ak (t)
.
pk (t) = PK
j=1 Aj (t)
As we demonstrate in Appendix A, this assumption can be relaxed, to allow individual i to follow strategy
i
and letting p be the average strategy in the population. The reason why this can be done is that
all players asymptotically play according to the same strategy because all individuals reinforce the same
strategy in all periods and initial attractions are therefore washed out asymptotically.
In order to apply the relevant stochastic approximation techniques, we need reinforcements to be
strictly positive. We do this by adding a constant c > 0 to all reinforcements (c.f. Gale et al., 1995).
Thus, in the context of stochastic approximation, reinforcements are de…ned as follows
rkc (t) =

1 + c if k = k (s);
c
otherwise.

(6)

The addition of the constant c can be viewed as a way to represent noise in the perception of payo¤s.
The constant c must be strictly positive for the stochastic approximation argument to go through, but
can be made arbitrarily small (see Appendix A, remark A1).
The stochastic process moves in discrete time. In order to be able to compare it with a deterministic
process that moves in continuous time, we consider the interpolation of the stochastic process. The
following proposition ties together the interpolated process with a deterministic process. For de…nitions
and explanations of the key concepts from the theory of stochastic approximation, see Appendix A.
Proposition 1. Consider the class of WTA games with a Poisson distributed number of players. De…ne
the continuous time interpolated stochastic GCI process p~ : R+ ! by
p~ (t + s) = p (t) + s

5

p (t + 1) p (t)
,
1= (t + 1)

for all n 2 N and 0 s 1= (t + 1). With probability 1, every !-limit set of p~ is a compact invariant
set A
that admits no proper attractor, under the ‡ow
induced by the following continuous time
deterministic GCI dynamic
0
1
K
X
p_k = npk @ k (p)
pj j (p)A + c (1 Kpk ) .
(7)
j=1

Equation (7) is the replicator dynamic (Taylor & Jonker, 1978) multiplied by n plus a noise term
due to the addition of the constant c to all reinforcements. The replicator dynamic is arguably the most
well studied deterministic dynamic within evolutionary game theory (Weibull, 1995). Börgers & Sarin
(1997) and Hopkins (2002) use stochastic approximation to derive the replicator dynamic, without the
multiple n, from reinforcement learning with decreasing step-size. Björnerstedt & Weibull (1996) (see
also Weibull, 1995, Section 4.4) derive the replicator dynamic (without the multiple n) from learning by
pairwise imitation in the large population limit learning (see also Binmore et al., 1995, and Schlag, 1998).
Similarly, we can de…ne pair-wise (cumulative) imitation, and obtain the replicator dynamic (without
the multiple n) in the limit as step size decreases.1 Thus we have found that global imitation leads to a
faster learning process, and hence potentially faster convergence, than either reinforcement learning or
pairwise cumulative imitation.
Remark 1. Proposition 1 concerns games with a Poisson-distributed number of players. If the number
of players is …xed and equal to N , then we will still obtain the same expression for the continuous time
deterministic GCI dynamic (with N in place of n) in the limit as c ! 0. This follows from propositions
B1 and B2 in Appendix B.
2.3.2. Implications for Dynamics and Convergence of GCI
The fact that the GCI learning process is approximated by the pertrubed replicator dynamic (7)
allows us to draw some conclusions about the likely behavior of the GCI learning process itself. It is
well known that any Nash equilibrium is a rest point of the (unperturbed) replicator dynamic, and if
the replicator dynamic converges to an interior state (a mixed strategy), then it is a Nash equilibrium
(Weibull, 1995). Thus in WTA games we may, roughly speaking, expect that the GCI learning process
has at least one rest point in the vicinity of a Nash equilibrium. For the LUPI and CUPI games, there
is a unique interior rest point, so we may further expect that if the GCI learning process settles down,
then it will settle down on an approximate Nash equilibrium. Our next results shows how these rough
statements can be made precise and veri…ed for the case of the LUPI and CUPI games.
Proposition 2. Consider the LUPI and CUPI games. There is some c such that if c < c then the
following holds.
1. The perturbed replicator dynamic (7) has a unique interior rest point pc .
2. If the stochastic GCI process converges to an interior point, then it converges to the unique interior
rest point pc of the perturbed replicator dynamic.
3. The stochastic GCI process almost surely does not converge to a point on the boundary, i.e. for all
k, Pr (limt!1 pk (t) = 0) = 0.
In other words, Proposition 2, establishes that for small enough noise levels the perturbed replicator
dynamic (7) has a unique interior rest point (part 1 of Proposition 2). Thus, if the GCI-process converges
to an interior point, then it converges to the unique interior rest point of the perturbed replicator dynamic
(part 2). In addition to the unique interior rest point, the unperturbed replicator dynamic has rest points
on the boundary of the simplex. However, it can be shown that the stochastic GCI process almost surely
does not converge to the boundary (part 3). Thus, we know that if the stochastic GCI process converges
1 We can de…ne pair-wise (cumulative) imitation for a setting with decreasing step-size as follows. As before we assume
that strictly positive initial attractors fAi (1)gK
i=1 are exogenously given, let attractions be updated according to (2), and
let the choice rule be (4). We de…ne reinforcement factors in a di¤erent way than before. In every period each agent
draws one other player as role model and reinforces the action taken by that role model with the payo¤ earned by the
role model. For the same reasons as before we add a constant c to all payo¤s. Since the probability of that an action
k wins is independent of the total number of players that are realised in a given period, the expected reinforcement is
1
E [rk (t) jFt ] = pk (t) k (p (t)) + nc . Plugging this into equation (A3) in Appendix A gives us the replicator dynamic
n
(without a multiple n) plus a noise term.
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to a point, then it must converge to the unique interior rest point of the perturbed replicator dynamic
(7), which as c ! 0, moves arbitrarily close to the Nash equilibrium. Our empirical results suggests that
learning converges to a point in the simplex. Proposition 2 then implies that if subjects learn by GCI,
we should see convergence to the equilibrium (or a c-perturbed version thereof).
The results in Proposition 2 do not preclude the theoretical possibility that the stochastic GCIprocess could converge to something else than a point, e.g. a periodic orbit. In order to check whether
this possibility can be ignored, we simulated the learning process for the LUPI game. We used the
lab parameters K = 99 and n = 26:9, and randomly drew 100 di¤erent initial conditions. For each
initial condition, we ran the process for 10 million rounds. The simulated distribution is virtually
indistinguishable from the equilibrium distribution except for the numbers 11-14, where some minor
deviations occur. This is illustrated in Figure C1 in Appendix C. It strongly indicates global convergence
of the stochastic GCI process in LUPI.
2.4. Similarity-Weighted GCI
In Appendix B we show that similarity-weighted GCI in WTA games does not result in the replicator
dynamic (Proposition B3) and that the Nash equilibrium is not a rest point (not even as noise vanishes).
We therefore instead simulated the similarity-weighted GCI process in the LUPI game to examine whether
it converges, and to check how the limit point di¤ers from the Nash equilibrium. We use the laboratory
parameters, K = 99 and n = 26:9, and randomly draw 100 di¤erent initial conditions. For each initial
condition and windows sizes W = 3 and W = 6, we simulate the learning model for 100; 000 rounds.
Figure B1 shows the resulting distribution of end states averaged over the 100 initial conditions. The
process does seem to converge, but as expected it does not converge to the Nash equilibrium. For the
smaller window size, W = 3, the end state is very close to equilibrium, whereas it is a bit further away
from equilibrium for the larger window size W = 6. In our estimations below we will see that the best…tting window size is W = 5. Thus at least for the lab parameters, adding similarity weights does not
seem to a¤ect the qualitative insights gained from the model without similarity window.
2.5. GCI for General Games
In WTA games there is no di¤erence between imitating only the highest earners, and imitating
everyone in proportion to their earnings. This is due to the fact that in every round, at most one person
earns more than zero. For the same reasons, there is also no di¤erence between imitation which is solely
based on payo¤s, and imitation which is sensitive both to payo¤s and to how often actions are played.
To extend the application of the GCI model beyond WTA games, we need to calculate expected reinforcement more generally. This requires us to make two distinctions. First, imitation may or may not be
responsive to the number of people who play di¤erent strategies, so we distinguish frequency-dependent
(FD) and frequency-independent (FI) versions of GCI. For simplicity, we assume a multiplicative interaction between payo¤s and frequencies, i.e. reinforcement in the frequency-dependent model depends
on the total payo¤ of all players that picked an action. Second, imitation may be exclusively focused
on emulating the winning action, i.e. the action that obtained the highest payo¤, or be responsive to
payo¤-di¤erences in a proportional way, so we di¤erentiate between winner–takes-all imitation (W) and
payo¤ -proportional imitation (P). In total, we propose the following four members of the GCI family:
PFI, PFD, WFD, and WFI.
In Appendix B, we discuss these di¤erent versions of GCI in greater detail. In particular, we show that
in winner-takes-all games, they all coincide if the number of players is Poisson distributed. Furthermore,
we show that, in general, it is only the payo¤-proportional and frequency-dependent version (PFD) of
GCI that induces the replicator dynamic multiplied by the expected number of players as its associated
continuous time dynamic. PFD can be used in information environments where there is population-wide
information available about both payo¤s and frequencies of di¤erent actions.
In Appendix B we also generalize the similarity-weighted GCI model beyond WTA games. We show
that if reinforcements are payo¤-proportional and frequency-dependent, then the similarity-weighted GCI
induces a relatively tractable deterministic dynamic, namely the replicator dynamic for similarity- and
frequency-weighted payo¤s, multiplied by the number of players.
3. The Field and Lab LUPI Data
The …eld version of LUPI was introduced by the government-owned Swedish gambling monopoly
Svenska Spel on the 29th of January 2007 and subsequently played daily. We utilize daily aggregate
choice data from Östling et al. (2011) for the …rst seven weeks of the game. In the …eld version of LUPI,
7

K = 99; 999 and each player had to pay 10 SEK (approximately 1 euro) for each bet. The total number
of bets for each player was restricted to six. It was possible for players to let a computer choose random
numbers for them (and such choices cannot be disentangled from the rest). The winner was guaranteed
to win at least 100; 000 SEK, but there were also smaller second and third prizes (of 1; 000 SEK and
20 SEK) for being close to the winning number. In the unlikely event that no number was uniquely
chosen, the tie-breaking rule stated that the prize would be split among all players choosing the least
frequently chosen number. The tie-breaking rule was never implemented, because there were at least
1; 298 uniquely chosen numbers in every round of the game.
Players could access the full distribution of previous choices through the company web site only in
the form of raw text …les, so few likely looked at it. Information about winning numbers was much
more readily available on the web site and in a daily evening TV show, as well as at many outlets of the
gambling company, making it the most commonly encountered feedback.
The rules of the …eld LUPI game di¤ers from the theoretical assumptions in several respects, perhaps
most notably the tie-breaking rule, the existence of prizes for being close to the winning number, and the
possibility to play up to six numbers. Because simpli…cations are necessary to analyze the equilibrium
of the game, Östling et al. (2011) conducted laboratory experiments that follow the theory much more
closely. Their experiment consisted of 49 rounds in each session. Each player was allowed to choose only
one number by themselves, there was only one prize of $7 per round, and if there was no unique number,
nobody won. Crucially, the only feedback that players received after each round was the winning number.
Players were allowed to choose integers between 1 and 99. The number of players in each round was
drawn from a distribution with mean 26.9. Due to a mistake in the implementation of the experiment, the
distribution of players followed an unknown distribution with a variance that was lower than a Poisson
distribution in three out of four sessions. In contrast, the empirical variance of the number of players
in the …eld data is too large to be consistent with a Poisson distribution. A more detailed description
of both the …eld data and laboratory experiments can be found in Östling et al. (2011) and its Online
Appendix.
3.1. Descriptive Statistics
The top panel of Table 1 reports summary statistics for the …eld game averaged over seven days. The
last column displays the corresponding statistics that would result from equilibrium play.
In the …rst week, behavior in the …eld is quite far from equilibrium: the average chosen number is far
above the equilibrium prediction, and both the median chosen number and the average winning number
are below what it should be in equilibrium. However, behavior changes rapidly and moves towards
equilibrium over time. For example, both average winning numbers and the average numbers played in
later rounds are similar to the equilibrium prediction. The median chosen number is much lower than
the average number, which is boost by some playing very high numbers, but their di¤erence decreases
over time. Table 1 also shows the fraction of all choices that is correctly predicted by the equilibrium
prediction, or the “hit rate”(c.f. Selten, 1991).2 The hit rate increases from about 0.45 in the …rst week
to 0.73 in the last week. The full empirical distribution, displayed in Figure 3 below, also shows clear
movement towards equilibrium. However, Östling et al. (2011) can reject the hypothesis that behavior
in the last week is in equilibrium.

2 When de…ning the hit rate, we treat the mixed strategy equilibrium prediction as a deterministic prediction that a
PK
fraction p (k) of all players will play number k. The hit rate is then formally de…ned by
k=1 min fp (k) ; f (k)g, where
f (k) is the fraction of players that played k. The resulting number lies between 0 and 1, but even if all players individually
play the equilibrium mixed strategy, the empirical distribution will deviate from the equilibrium prediction distribution
and the hit rate will be below 1. Simulations show that the expected hit rate if all players play according to the equilibrium
strategy is around 0:87 in the …eld and 0:74 in the lab game.
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Table 1. Field and lab
All
Field
# Bets
53783
Avg. number
2835
Median number 1675
Avg. winner
2095
Hit rate
0.64

descriptive statistics by round
1-7
8-14
15-21 22-28 29-35
57017
4512
1203
1159
0.45

Laboratory
Avg. number
5.96
8.56
Median number
4.65
6.14
Avg. winner
5.63
8.00
Below 20 (%)
98.02 93.94
Hit rate
0.70
0.63
yIn equilibrium, the distribution of

50471
2294
1604
1818
0.65

57997
2396
1699
2720
0.68

36-42

43-49

Eq.

55583
2718
2057
2867
0.73

47907
2484
1936
1982
0.73

53783
2595y
2542
2595y
0.87

54955
2963
1552
1906
0.59

52552
2479
1669
2212
0.65

5.24
4.00
5.00
99.10
0.69
winning

5.45
5.57
5.45
5.59
5.84
5.22y
4.57
4.14
4.29
4.43
5.00
5.00
5.22
6.00
5.19
5.81
4.12
5.22y
98.45 98.60 98.85 98.79 98.42
100.00
0.68
0.71
0.72
0.74
0.73
0.74
and chosen numbers is identical in the the LUPI game.

The bottom panel of Table 1 shows descriptive statistics for the laboratory experiment. We only
report data for subjects that were randomly selected to participate in each round. Those not selected
were still required to submit a number, but these choices were not incentivized. As in the …eld, some
players in the …rst rounds tend to pick very high numbers (above 20) but the percentage shrinks to
approximately 1 percent after the …rst seven rounds. Both the average and the median number chosen
corresponds closely to the equilibrium after the …rst seven rounds. The hit rate increases from 0:63 during
the …rst seven rounds to very close to the theoretical maximum in the last 14 rounds. The overwhelming
impression from the bottom panel of Table 1 is that convergence (close) to equilibrium is very rapid
despite receiving feedback only about the winning number. As an additional indication of equilibrium
convergence, Figure D1 in Appendix D shows a close correspondence between the distribution of chosen
and winning numbers in all sessions from period 25 and onwards. In equilibrium, these two distributions
should coincide (which is shown in Proposition A1 in Appendix A).
Before turning to estimation of the learning model, we analyze whether there is any direct evidence
that players imitate previous winning numbers. Figure 2 provides some suggestive evidence that this is
indeed the case in the …eld. Figure 2 shows how the di¤erence between the winning number at time t
and the winning number at time t 1 closely matches the di¤erence between the average chosen number
at time t + 1 and the average chosen number at time t. In other words, the average number played
generally moves in the same direction as winning numbers in the preceding periods.
[INSERT FIGURE 2 HERE]
Figure 2. Winning and chosen numbers in the …eld LUPI game.
The di¤erence between the winning numbers at time t and time t 1 compared to the di¤erence
between the average chosen number at time t + 1 and time t.
In the laboratory we can regress individual choices on previous winning numbers. However, because
choices are likely to be correlated within sessions and we only have data from four sessions, the standard
errors must be interpreted with caution. Table 2 displays the results from an OLS regression predicting
changes in guesses with lagged di¤erences between winning numbers. Comparing the …rst 14 rounds
with the last 14 rounds, the estimated coe¢ cients are very similar, but the explanatory power of past
winning numbers is much higher in the early rounds (R2 is 0.026 in the …rst 14 rounds and 0.003 in the
last 14 rounds). Figure D2 in Appendix D illustrates the co-movement of average guesses and previous
winning numbers graphically.
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Table 2. Laboratory panel data OLS regression
Dependent variable: t guess minus t 1 guess
All periods
1–14
36–49
t 1 winner minus t 2 winner
0.154
0.147
0.172
(0.04)
(0.04)
(0.07)
t 2 winner minus t 3 winner
0.082
0.089
0.169
(0.04)
(0.05)
(0.08)
t 3 winner minus t 4 winner
0.047
0.069
0.078
(0.03)
(0.04)
(0.07)
Observations
5662
1216
1710
R2
0.009
0.026
0.003
Standard errors within parentheses are clustered on individuals.
Constant included in all regressions.
3.2. Estimation Procedure
The similarity-weighted GCI learning model has two free parameters: the size of the similarity window, W , and the precision of the choice function, . In our baseline estimations, we …x = 1 and estimate
W . When estimating the model, we also need to make assumptions about the choice probabilities in the
…rst period, as well as the initial sum of attractions.
We use the empirical frequencies to create choice probabilities (same for all agents) for the …rst
period. Given these probabilities and , we determine A(0) so that equation (4) gives the actual choice
probabilities k (1). Because the power choice function is invariant to scaling, the level of attractions
is
In our baseline estimations, we scale attractions so that they sum to one, i.e., A0
Pindeterminate.
K
A
(0)
=
1.
Reinforcement
factors are scaled to sum to one in each period, so the …rst period choice
k
k=1
probabilities carry the same weight as each of the following periods of reinforcement. The reinforcement
factors rk (t) depend on the winning number in t. For the empirical estimation of the learning model,
we use the actual winning numbers.
Given the history of previous winning numbers, the learning model provides a prediction for the
current period. We estimate the model by minimizing the squared di¤erence between the predicted
distribution of choices and the actual distribution of choices. Summing over all periods from the second
period and onwards gives us the sum of squared deviations (SSD). Formally, let pk (W; ) (t) be the
learning model prediction for period t under parameters W and and let k (t) be the actual proportion
of players who choose action k in period t. SSD is de…ned as
SSD (W; ) =

T
X

(pk (W; ) (t)

2

k

(t)) ;

t=2

where T is the total number of periods. We search for the parameter values that minimize SSD (W; )
summed over sessions.3 We obtain standard errors for the laboratory games through the following
boostrapping procedure. We sample sessions with replacement and estimate the model for each possible
permutation of sessions (44 = 256 permutations for the laboratory LUPI and 66 = 46; 656 for the other
WTA games). The standard error correspond to the standard deviation of the estimated parameters in
the boostrapped samples.
In order to measure goodness-of-…t and compare di¤erent models, we perform leave-one-out crossvalidation (see e.g. Hastie et al., 2009). For each laboratory session, we use the remaining sessions to
estimate the parameters of the model. We then obtain the model prediction for these parameters and
calculate SSD for the excluded session. We do this for each session and sum across sessions to obtain an
out-of-sample SSD which we use as the measure of goodness-of-…t. To assess the goodness-of-…t for the
equilibrium prediction or the learning model with …xed parameters, we simply compute SSD without
cross-validation as no parameters are estimated in these cases.
3 We focus on minimizing SSD rather than maximizing the likelihood function to facilitate comparison with equilibrium.
The equilibrium prediction is numerically zero for most numbers and the likelihood of the equilibrium prediction will
therefore always be zero.
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Table 3. Estimation of learning model (all data; = 1)
A0 = 0:5
A0 = 1
A0 = 2
A0 = 4
W
SSD
W
SSD
W
SSD
W
SSD
Field (Equilibrium SSD = 0:0090)
Actual
2117 0.0051 1999* 0.0044 1369 0.0039 1190
0.0042
Uniform 1978 0.0065 1392 0.0065 1318 0.0066 1179
0.0069
Laboratory period 1-7 (Equilibrium SSD = 1:27)
Actual
8
1.20
6*
1.21
6
(0.76)
(0.72)
(0.18)
Uniform
8
1.25
6
1.32
6
(0.63)
(0.70)
(0.14)
Laboratory period 1-14 (Equilibrium SSD = 2:77)
Actual
6
2.82
6*
2.82
5
(0.29)
(0.24)
(0.26)
Uniform
6
2.91
6
3.03
5
(0.35)
(0.40)
(0.44)

1.25
1.45

2.89
3.20

6
(0.52)
6
(0.61)

1.39

5
(0.52)
4
(0.61)

3.08

1.70

3.58

Laboratory period 1-49 (Equilibrium SSD = 8:54)
Actual
5
8.88
5*
8.79
4
8.80
4
9.03
(0.20)
(0.48)
(0.26)
(0.46)
Uniform
5
9.01
5
9.04
4
9.27
4
9.80
(0.24)
(0.49)
(0.26)
(0.49)
Comparison of the cross-validated …t (SSD) and estimated window sizes (W ) of
similarity-weighted GCI with = 1. Initial attractions are either actual choices in
the …rst period or uniform distribution. Bootstrapped standard errors within
parentheses. Baseline estimates marked with asterisks.

3.3. Estimation Results
For the …eld data, we search over all window sizes of the Bartlett similarity window between 500
and 2500. (We also veri…ed that smaller/larger windows did not improve the …t.) We …nd a best-…tting
window of 1999, or 3996 numbers in addition to the winning number are reinforced (as long as the winning
number is above 1998). The sum of squared deviations between predicted and empirical frequencies is
0:0044, compared to 0:0090 for the equilibrium prediction. This is reported in the top panel of Table
3. The estimated window size is also sensitive to the assumption about initial choice probabilities and
attractions. To see this, the top panel of Table 3 shows that the best-…tting window size is smaller
if the initial choice probabilities are uniform, but it is also smaller the more weight is given to initial
attractions.
Figure 3 displays the daily predicted densities of the learning model for numbers up to 6000 along
with the data and equilibrium starting from the second day. To make the …gures readable, the data has
been smoothed using moving averages (over 201 numbers). The vertical dotted lines show the previous
winning number. The main feature of learning is that the frequency of very low numbers shrinks and
the gap between the predicted frequency of numbers between 2000 and 5000 is gradually …lled in.
[INSERT FIGURE 3A HERE]
Figure 3A. Learning model, equilibrium and data for day 2-25 in the …eld LUPI game
Daily empirical densities (bars), estimated learning model (solid lines), equilibrium (dashed line), and
the winning number in the previous period (dotted lines) for the …eld LUPI game day 2-25. Estimated
values W = 1999, and = 1. To improve readability the empirical densities have been smoothed with a
moving average over 201 numbers
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[INSERT FIGURE 3B HERE]
Figure 3B. Learning model, equilibrium and data for day 26-49 in the …eld LUPI game
Daily empirical densities (bars), estimated learning model (solid lines), equilibrium (dashed line), and
the winning number in the previous period (dotted lines) for the …eld LUPI game day 26-49. Estimated
values W = 1999, and = 1. To improve readability the empirical densities have been smoothed with a
moving average over 201 numbers
We can also estimate the model by …tting both W and . To do this, we let W vary from 100 and
2500 and determine the best-…tting value of through interval search for each window size (we let vary
between 0:005 and 2). The best-…tting parameters are W = 1310 and = 0:81. The sum of squared
deviations is 0:0043, so letting vary does not seem to improve the …t of the learning model to any
particular extent. Moreover, the sum of squared deviations is relatively ‡at with respect to W and
when both parameters increase proportionally, so it is challenging to identify both parameters (see Figure
D3 in Appendix D). A higher window size W combined with higher response sensitivity generates a
very similar sum of squared deviations (since a higher W is generating a wider spread of responses and
a higher is tightening the response).
When estimating the model for the pooled laboratory sessions, the resulting window size is 5 (bottom
panel of Table 3). The sum of squared deviations is 8:79, which is close to the accuracy of the equilibrium
prediction (8:54). Indeed, players in the laboratory seem to learn to play the game more quickly than
in the …eld, so there is less learning to be explained by the learning model. The di¤erence between the
learning model and equilibrium is consequently larger in early rounds. If only the seven …rst rounds are
used to estimate the learning model, the best-…tting window size is 6 and the sum of squared deviations
is 1:21, which is slightly better than the equilibrium …t of 1:27.
The bottom panel of Table 3 also shows the estimated window sizes for di¤erent initial choice probabilities and weights on initial attractions. The estimated window size is typically smaller when the initial
attractions are scaled up. It is clear that our model works best in the initial rounds of play (when most of
the learning takes place). Figures D4 to D7 in Appendix D therefore show the prediction of the learning
model along with the data and equilibrium prediction for rounds 2–6 for each session separately. We
have also estimated the model allowing to vary using the …rst 7 rounds in the laboratory. Like in the
…eld, this only improves …t marginally and the best-…tting is close to 1. Moreover, like with the …eld
data, it is challeging to estimate both parameters of the model because the sum of squared deviations is
relatively ‡at with respect to W and (see Figure D8 in Appendix D).
Our learning model assumes a triangular similarity window. To investigate if this is supported by
the data, we back out the implied reinforcement factors directly from the data. To do this we assume
attractions are updated according to equation (2) and that attractions are transformed into mixed
strategies according to equation (4) with
= 1. Using the empirical distribution in a period as a
measure of the mixed strategy played in that period, and assuming that initial attractions sum to one,
we can solve for the implied reinforcement of each action in each period. More precisely the empirical
estimate of the reinforcement factor of number k in period t is
rbk (t) = [b
pk (t + 1)

pbk (t)] (t + 1) + pbk (t) ;

where pbk (t) is the empirical frequency with which number k is played in t. Note that this estimation
strategy does not assume reinforcement factors to be similarity-weighted. Although reinforcement factors
are non-negative in the learning model, estimated reinforcement factors may be negative if a number is
played less than in the previous period.
For the …eld data, Figure 4 shows the estimated reinforcement factors close to the winning number,
averaged over days 2 to 49. The reinforcement factor for the winning number (estimated to be about
0.007) is excluded in order to enhance the readability of the …gure. The black line in Figure 4 shows a
moving average (over 201 numbers) of the estimated reinforcement factors, which are symmetric around
the winning number and could be quite closely approximated by a Bartlett similarity window of about
1000. In a …nite sample the empirical frequencies with which a number is played may diverge from the
theoretical distribution implied by the attractions. For this reason the empirical estimate of reinforcements may sometimes be negative. Note that the variance of reinforcement factors is larger for numbers
far below the winning number, likely due to fewer data when the winning number is below 1000. It may
appear surprising that the structurally estimated window size is so much larger than what is suggested
by the estimated reinforcements in Figure 4. However, Figure 4 only shows changes close to the winning
number, whereas the learning model also needs to explain the “baseline” level of choices. Moreover, if
12

we restrict the similarity window to be 1000, then the sum of squared deviations is 0:0046, i.e. only a
slightly worse …t.
[INSERT FIGURE 4 HERE]
Figure 4. Estimated reinforcement factors in the …eld LUPI game
The winning number is excluded. Black solid line represents a moving average over 201 numbers.
Figure 5 shows the reinforcement factors in the lab estimated using the exact same procedure. The
top panel of Figure 5 reports the estimated reinforcement factors for all periods in the laboratory, and
the results suggest that only the winning number (and the numbers immediately below and above) are
reinforced. During the …rst 14 rounds, however, the window seems to be slightly larger, as shown by the
middle panel. However, “reinforcing” the previous winning number might be a statistical artefact: the
number that wins is typically picked less than average in that period, so reversion to the mean implies
that it will be guessed more often in the next period. The bottom panel of Figure 5 therefore shows
the estimated reinforcement factors from a simulation of equilibrium play with n = 26:9. Comparing
the real and simulated data in Figure 5 suggests that players indeed imitate numbers that are similar to
previous winning numbers, but it is not clear to what extent they imitate the exact winning number.
[INSERT FIGURE 5 HERE]
Figure 5. Estimated reinforcement factors in the laboratory LUPI game
Top panel: Average over periods 1-49. Middle panel: Average over periods 1-14. Bottom panel:
Average of 1000 simulations of 49 rounds of play.

4. Other WTA Games and Learning Models
Similarity-weighted GCI seems to be able to capture how players in both the …eld and the laboratory
learn to play the LUPI game. However, the learning model was developed after observing Östling et al’s
(2011) LUPI data, which raises worries that the model is only suited to explain learning in this particular
game. Therefore, we conducted new experiments with SLUPI, CUPI and pmBC. We choose games with
relatively complex rules so that it would not be transparent to calculate best responses. We made no
changes to the similarity-weighted GCI model after observing the results from these games.
4.1. Experimental Design
Experiments were run at the Taiwan Social Sciences Experimental Laboratory (TASSEL), National
Taiwan University in Taipei, Taiwan, during June 23-27, 2014 and July 23-30, 2018. We conducted six
sessions with 29 to 31 players in each session. A total of 179 subjects participated. In each session, all
subjects actively participated in 20 rounds of each of the three games. The order of the games varied
across sessions: CUPI-pmBC-SLUPI in the …rst session (June 23, 2014), pmBC-CUPI-SLUPI in the
second (June 25, 2014), SLUPI-pmBC-CUPI in the third session (June 27, 2014), SLUPI-CUPI-pmBC
in the fourth session (July 23, 2018), pmBC-SLUPI-CUPI in the …fth session (July 25, 2018) and CUPISLUPI-pmBC in the sixth session (July 30, 2018). The prize to the winner in each round was NT$200
(approximately US$7). Each subject was informed, immediately after each round, what the winning
number was (in case there was a winning number), whether they had won in that particular round, and
their payo¤ so far during the experiment. There were no practice rounds. All sessions lasted for less
than 125 minutes, and the subjects received a show-up fee of NT$100 in the 2014 sessions and NT$200
in the 2018 sessions in addition to earnings from the experiment (which averaged NT$385, ranging from
NT$0 to NT$1400). Experimental instructions translated from Chinese are available in Appendix E. The
experiments were conducted using the experimental software zTree (Fischbacher, 2007) and subjects were
recruited using the TASSEL website.
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4.2. Descriptive Statistics
Figure 6 shows how subjects played in the …rst and last …ve rounds in the three di¤erent games. The
black lines show the mixed equilibrium of the CUPI game (with 30 players). Since there is no obvious
theoretical benchmark for the SLUPI game, we instead simulate 20 rounds of the similarity-weighted
GCI 100,000 times and show the average prediction for the last round. In this simulation, we set = 1
and use the best-…tting window size for the …rst 20 rounds of the LUPI laboratory experiment (W = 5).
The initial attractions were uniform.
[INSERT FIGURE 6 HERE]
Figure 6. Data and theoretical benchmark for SLUPI, pmBC and CUPI
Empirical densities shown as bars. The solid lines show the equilibrium prediction for CUPI and the
simulated similarity-based GCI model for the SLUPI game (period 20 prediction averaged over 100,000
simulations with W = 5 and = 1).
It is clear from Figure 6 that players learn to play close to the theoretical benchmark in all three
games. The learning pattern is particularly striking in the pmBC game: in the …rst period, 10% play
the equilibrium strategy, which increases to 59% in round 5 and 92% in round 10. In the CUPI game,
subjects primarily learn not to play 50 so much –in the …rst round 30 percent of all subjects play 50 –
and there are fewer guesses far from 50. In the SLUPI game, it is less clear how behavior changes over
time, but it is clear that there are fewer very high choices in the later periods.

Table 4. Panel data OLS regression in SLUPI, pmBC, and CUPI
Dependent variable: t mean guess minus t 1 mean guess
SLUPI
pmBC
CUPI
CUPI (trans.)
1–20
1–5
1–20
1–5
1–20
1–5
1–20
1–5
Change in t–1 0.130
0.258
4.616 1.568
-0.013 -0.042 0.014
0.162
(0.04)
(0.07)
(3.25)
(0.30)
(0.01) (0.05) (0.01)
(0.05)
Change in t–2
-0.000
-0.053
-0.001
0.017
(0.01)
(0.82)
(0.01)
(0.01)
Change in t–3
0.006
-0.384
-0.005
0.006
(0.01)
(0.21)
(0.01)
(0.01)
Observations
2,864
537
2,864
537
2,864
537
2,864
537
R2
0.046
0.033
0.002
0.034
0.002
0.003
0.004
0.049
Standard errors within parentheses are clustered at the individual level. Constant included in
all regressions.
To investigate whether subjects adjust their choices in response to past winners, we run the same
kind of regression as we did for the LUPI lab data: OLS regressions with changes in average guesses
as the dependent variable, and lagged di¤erences between winning numbers as independent variables.
Because we only have data from six sessions, the standard errors in these regressions must be interpreted
with caution. In LUPI, pmBC and SLUPI, it is clear that the prediction of similarity-weighted GCI is
that lagged di¤erences between winning numbers should be positively related to di¤erences in average
guesses. In CUPI, however, it is possible that players instead imitate numbers that are similar in terms
of distance to the center rather than similar in terms of actual numbers. Therefore, we also report the
results after transforming the strategy space. In this transformation, we re-order the strategy space by
distance to the center so that 50 is mapped to 1, 51 to 2, 49 to 3, 52 to 4 and so on. The reason we use
this asymmetric transformation rather than simply using the distance to 50 is that our tie-breaking rule
is slightly asymmetric; if two numbers are uniquely chosen then the higher number wins. The regression
results are reported in Table 4.
In SLUPI and pmBC, it is clear that guesses move in the same direction as the winning number in
the previous round during the …rst …ve rounds. After the initial …ve rounds, this tendency is less clear,
especially in the pmBC game where players learn to play equilibrium very quickly. In the CUPI, subjects
seem to imitate based on the transformed strategy set rather than actual numbers. In the remainder, we
therefore report CUPI results with the transformed strategy space. Again, the tendency to imitate is
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strongest during the …rst …ve rounds. It is primarily during these …rst periods that we should expect our
model to predict well, because learning slows down after the initial periods. The relationship between
winning and chosen numbers in pmBC, CUPI and SLUPI is illustrated in Figure D9 in Appendix D.
We also estimate the reinforcement factors following the same procedure as in LUPI. The result when
all periods are included is shown in Figure 7. Since there is most clear evidence of imitation in early
rounds, Figure D10 in Appendix D reports the corresponding estimation when restricting the attention
to periods 1-5 only. Figure 7 indicates that there is a triangular singularity window in both SLUPI and
CUPI. As Figure D10 reveals, however, this is less clear in early rounds –players seem to avoid imitating
the exact winning number from the previous round. In pmBC, players are predominantly playing the
previous winning number which is due to the fact that most players play equilibrium after the …fth round.
When restricting the attention to the …rst …ve periods, estimated reinforcement has a triangular shape,
although it is clear that players primarily imitate the winning number and numbers below the winning
number. One likely explanation for players choosing numbers below the previous winning number in
pmBC is that they understand that the best response is below the previous winning number. In fact, in
beauty contests with simpler rules, for example guess half-the-average, many players best respond to the
previous winning number and belief-based models may outperform imitation learning models. In fact,
in Nagel’s (1995) half-the-average beauty contest treatment, very few players imitated winning numbers
and a majority approximately best-responded to the previous winning number (which correspond to
“L1” in her paper).
[INSERT FIGURE 7 HERE]
Figure 7. Estimated reinforcement factors for SLUPI, pmBC and CUPI

4.3. Estimation Results
The results in the previous section suggest that the similarity-weighted GCI model might be able to
explain the learning pattern observed in the data. To verify this, we set = 1 and …x the window size
at W = 5, which is the best-…tting window size for the …rst 20 periods in the laboratory LUPI game. As
in our baseline estimation for the LUPI game, we burn in attractions using …rst-period choices and set
the sum of initial attractions to 1. The results are displayed in Table 5 (third row). Table 5 also reports
the results for estimating the GCI model separately for each game (…rst row), estimating the GCI model
without similarity, i.e. with W = 1 (fourth row). Furthermore, Table 5 reports the …t of the equilibrium
prediction for LUPI, CUPI and pmBC, as well as the …t of a dummy model that assumes that current
period’s play equal the actual distribution of choices in the previous period. In addition, Table 5 reports
estimation results based on the reinforcement learning model discussed in the next subsection.

Table 5. Estimation results for LUPI and other WTA games
LUPI
SLUPI
pmBC
W
SSD
W
SSD
W
SSD
GCI Estimation
5
4.11
5
5.74
1
10.32
(0.44)
(1.46)
(0.00)
RF Estimation

3
(0.40)

7.01

1
(1.43)

10.22

1
(0.00)

54.54

CUPI
W
SSD
5
5.05
(0.48)
1
(0.31)

8.37

GCI W = 5
5
4.09
5
5.71
5
61.26
5
5.01
GCI W = 1
1
12.99
1
16.43
1
10.32
1
17.92
Equilibrium
4.12
N/A
14.18
5.75
Dummy
5.95
6.94
3.06
6.02
Comparison of the cross-validated …t (SSD) and estimated window sizes (W ) of similarityweighted GCI and reinforcement learning, both with = 1, for periods 1-20 in LUPI and
the other WTA games. Numbers within parentheses are bootstrapped standard errors. The
table also report the …t of GCI using the best-…tting window for the LUPI data (W = 5) and
without a similarity window (W = 1). The last two rows shows the …t of equilibrium and
a dummy model in which players play the actual distribution in the previous period.
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Table 5 shows that the window size estimated using the LUPI data is identical to the best-…tting
window size in both SLUPI and CUPI. In both these games, the …t is considerably poorer without the
similarity-weighted window, indicating that similarity is important to explain the speed of learning in
these games. The learning model seems to improve a little over the equilibrium prediction for the CUPI
game, but not to any large extent. The …t of the learning model is better than the dummy model in all
games but pmBC. In the pmBC game, the window estimated using the LUPI data provides a poor …t
and the best-…tting window is 1. This is primarily because many players play the equilibrium number
in later rounds. If the model is estimated using only the …rst …ve periods, the best-…tting window size
for pmBC is W = 3.4 Comparing the SSD scores divided by the number of sessions (four in LUPI, six
in SLUPI and CUPI) shows that similarity-weighted GCI learning performs no worse in the new games
SLUPI and CUPI than in LUPI, the game for which it was initially created.
4.4. Alternative Learning Models
Apart from showing that the LUPI data is consistent with our proposed learning model, it can also
be noted that the data cannot easily be explained by existing learning models. The leading example
of belief-based learning, …ctitious play (see e.g. Fudenberg & Levine, 1998), is not applicable in the
feedback environment we study. Standard …ctitious play assumes that players best respond to the
average of the past empirical distributions, but in the laboratory experiments, players only received
information about the winning number and their own payo¤. In the …eld LUPI game it was possible to
obtain more information with some e¤ort, but the laboratory results suggest that this was not essential
for the learning process. We nevertheless estimate a …ctitious play model using the …eld data and …nd
that the …t is poorer than the imitation-based model. These results are relegated to Appendix F. A
particular variant of …ctitious play posits that players estimate their best responses by keeping track
of forgone payo¤s. Again, this information is not available to our subjects, since the forgone payo¤
associated with actions below the winning number depends on the (unknown) number of other players
choosing that number. Hybrid models like EWA (Camerer & Ho, 1999, Ho et al., 2007) require the
same information as …ctitious play and are therefore also not applicable in this context. Action sampling
learning and impulse matching learning (Chmura et al., 2012) as well as myopic best response (Cournot)
dynamic su¤ers from similar problems. In the …eld, players could possibly best respond to behavior in
the previous round, but because the lowest unchosen number was above the winning number during 43
out of 49 days, best-responding players would be indi¤erent about what to play during most rounds.
These observations also apply to SLUPI and CUPI, whereas there are several possible learning models
that can explain learning in the pmBC.
One may postulate players could potentially adopt a more general form of belief-based learning with
our limited feedback: players enter the game with a prior about what strategy opponents’use, and update
their beliefs after each round in response to information about the winning number. In Appendix F, we
discuss this possibility and argue that it requires strained assumptions about the prior distribution, as
well as a high degree of forgetfulness about experiences from previous rounds of play, in order to explain
the data.
Learning based on reinforcement of chosen actions (e.g. Cross, 1973, Arthur, 1993, and Roth & Erev,
1995) is consistent with the feedback that our subjects receive in all games we study. However, reinforcement learning is too slow to explain learning in the …eld game, because only 49 players win and only
these players would change their behavior. As shown by Sarin & Vahid (2004), reinforcement learning
is quicker if players update strategies that are similar to previous successful strategies. To see whether
similarity-weighted reinforcement learning can explain behavior in the laboratory, we compare similarityweighted GCI with similarity-weighted reinforcement learning. We use the reinforcement learning model
of Roth & Erev (1995) since this model is structurally very similar to GCI –the only di¤erence is that
under reinforcement learning only actions that one has taken oneself are reinforced.
Table 5 compares the similarity-weighted GCI model with similarity-weighted reinforcement learning.
It is clear that GCI results in a better …t than reinforcement learning. In fact, the dummy model also
outperforms reinforcement learning. Table 5 also shows that reinforcement learning …ts better without
a similarity window (i.e. W = 1) in all games but LUPI. However, if the model is estimated using only
data from the …rst …ve periods, reinforcement learning …ts better with a similarity window than without
one, in all games except pmBC.5
4 Using period 1-5 data only, the sum of squared deviations is 3.60, which is better than equilibrium (SSD = 12:16) but
worse than the dummy model that assumes that players play like the previous period (SSD = 2:06).
5 The best-…tting window for the reinforcement learning model when only using …ve periods of data is 3 in LUPI and
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One worry when comparing learning models is that player heterogeneity might bias estimates (Wilcox,
2006). We have therefore also repeated the estimations in Table 5 by …tting individual-speci…c similarity
windows. In this estimation, we estimate the best-…tting window size Wi separately for each subject i
by minimizing the sum of squared deviations between the learning model’s prediction and the subject’s
choices. The average estimated window sizes are similar to those reported in Table 5, and GCI always
has a better …t than reinforcement learning.
5. Other Games
In this section, we study similarity-weighted GCI in two games that are not WTA games, but resemble
them in that there is a salient winning player. As discussed in Section 2.5, non-WTA games raise the
question whether players primarily imitate the strategy that yielded the highest payo¤ or imitate in
proportion to the payo¤ of all strategies.
The …rst game we consider is the Tullock contest. In a Tullock contest, a prize is awarded to one
player and the probability of winning is proportional to the player’s share of total e¤ort. Provided that
players do not provide higher e¤ort than the value of the prize, the winning player is also the player who
receives the highest payo¤. In contrast to WTA games, however, the non-winning players earn di¤erent
payo¤s depending on their strategy choices and players may react to the payo¤s of non-winning players
as well. To investigate this possibility, we analyze data from Mago et al’s (2016) four-player Tullock
contest experiment. In the experiment, the same group of players play a contest game with a prize of 80
for 20 periods. Players could choose integers between 0 and 80. We focus on the two treatments with
complete feedback about all players’strategy choices and payo¤s (N = 120). The grey bars in Figure 8
shows average play across all sessions during the last …ve rounds of the experiment. It is immediately
apparent from the data that the fraction of players choosing to play 0 or 5 is large. Very low numbers
rarely win (numbers below 6 won in 28 out of 600 cases) and imitation based only on previous winning
strategies can therefore not explain the popularity of these numbers. We therefore estimate the version
of GCI that assumes that players imitate in proportion to the total payo¤ received by each strategy
(PFD-GCI). The black line in Figure 8 show the average model prediction for the last …ve periods.
[INSERT FIGURE 8 HERE]
Figure 8. Data and learning model for the Tullock contest
Bars show empirical densities and solid lines the similarity-weighted PFD-GCI learning model for
periods 15-20 in the Tullock contest. A payo¤ of 80 has been added to each players’payo¤ to make
reinforcements positive. Initial attractions are based on …rst-period choices and scaled to sum to 320
(which is the total payo¤ in a round if all players play 0). Estimated window size is W = 1 and
precision = 0:76:
The best-…tting window size is 1 ( = 0:76), so similarity does not play a role, which is related to
the fact that players predominantly play numbers divisible by 5 in this experiment. It is also clear from
Figure 8 that the model somewhat underpredicts the popularity of number 5 (which rarely wins), and
somewhat overpredicts some intermediate numbers (that win much more often). Figure D11 shows that
the model appears to capture the speed and direction of learning during most sessions.
The second game we consider is Gneezy and Smorodinsky’s (2006) all-pay auction experiment with
4 to 12 players. In their experiment, players played for 10 round and could bid any amount for a prize
worth 100. The prize is allocated to the highest bidder, all players pay their bid, and ties are broken
randomly. Except in a few cases where bids exceed 100, the winning player earns the highest payo¤.
However, just like in a contest, non-winning players that play 0 earns the second-highest payo¤. Gneezy
& Smorodinsky (2006) report that play largely follows a bimodal distribution: some play numbers close
to 100 whereas a majority of players play numbers close to 0. Just like in the Tullock contest, low
numbers rarely win (bids below 10 never won in the experiment) and imitation of only previous winning
bids cannot explain why so many players play low numbers. We therefore estimated the PFD-GCI for
this experiment as well. The data and model prediction for the last …ve rounds are shown in Figure 9.

CUPI, and 5 in SLUPI. Both similarity-weighted GCI and the dummy model …t better than reinforcement learning also
when only using data from the …rst …ve periods.
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[INSERT FIGURE 9 HERE]
Figure 9. Data and learning model for the all-pay auction
Bars show empirical densities and solid lines the similarity-weighted PFD-GCI learning model for
periods 5-10 in the all-pay auction. A payo¤ of 105 has been added to each players’payo¤ to make
reinforcements positive. Choices have been rounded o¤ to the nearest integer. Initial attractions are
based on …rst-period choices and scaled to sum to 105 multiplied by the by the number of players in
the session. Estimated window size is W = 1 and precision = 0:93:
The best-…tting window size is 1 ( = 0:93), so there is no evidence of similarity-weighted imitation
in this game either. Figure D12 shows that the model tracks the speed and direction of learning in all
sessions, but does not capture all period-to-period adjustments in the data. We also estimated PFI-GCI,
which assumes that players imitate in proportion to the average payo¤ of each strategy. This alternative
model resulted in a very similar …t in both the Tullock contest and the all-pay auction.
A common feature of contests and all-pay auctions is that it is obvious how to increase the chance of
winning by bidding higher, whereas in order to learn to play optimally players have to trade-o¤ a higher
probability of winning against the potential costs associated with not winning. A similar observation
applies to auctions. For example, it is clear that you increase your chance of winning by rasing your
bid in a …rst-price auction, whereas it is much more di¢ cult to learn how to optimally shade your bid.
Because many players are likely to understand that it is not always optimal to imitate previous winning
strategies, it is likely that players will not just imitate previous winning bids.
The analysis in this section suggests that payo¤-proportional GCI provides a better account of learning
in two non-WTA games than imitation of winners only. A more in-depth analysis is required to investigate
whether GCI learning also explains the data better than other learning models such as reinforcement
and belief-based learning models.
6. Concluding Remarks
Di¤erent strategic environments evoke di¤erent learning heuristics and no model of learning is likely
to explain learning across all strategic settings. In this paper we studied similarity-weighted GCI learning
and showed it can explain rapid movement toward equilibrium in the LUPI game as well as in some other
WTA games. We also carried out some analyses of GCI learning beyond the class of WTA games. We
found that players in both a Tullock contest and an all-pay auction not only respond to the strategy
choice of the highest-earning player and that behavior in these games is better explained by a version
of GCI that assumes players imitate all strategies proportionally to the total or average payo¤ of each
strategy. These results suggest that players generally do not blindly imitate salient winning strategies.
However, if the rules of the game are complex, like the WTA games studied in this paper, players may
not understand that imitation of the winning strategy is suboptimal and they may therefore respond to
salient information about previous winning strategies.
Another reason why players may imitate a salient winning player is because the rules of the games
are not disclosed to players. This type of environment has been little studied in the laboratory (recent
exceptions are Friedman et al., 2015, Nax et al., 2016 and Oechssler et al., 2016). Outside the laboratory,
however, the rules of the strategic interaction are often largely unknown, whereas information about
others’successful behavior is abundantly available through the Internet and mass media. For example,
stories about the relatively small number of successful entrepreneurs are widely circulated, whereas much
less information is available about the majority of entrepreneurs that failed, or did not even get started.
Other commonly studied learning models may not even be applicable in such environmentss
Two ingredients of the similarity-weighted GCI model are key to its ability to explain the speed of
learning in the LUPI data. The …rst ingredient is that imitation is global, i.e. players imitate all players’
strategy choices. This is crucial for explaining rapid learning in the LUPI game and the other WTA
games we study –pairwise cumulative imitation or reinforcement learning based only on own experience
would imply too slow learning.
The second ingredient of our learning model is that players imitate numbers that are similar to winning
numbers. In our model, similarity is operationalized as a triangular window around the previous winning
number, but we also test this assumption by estimating similarity weights directly from the data. In
our estimation of similarity weights, we assume choice probabilities are given by the ratio of attractions
and that attractions are updated by simply adding reinforcement factors. These two assumptions are
common features of many learning models, so a similar estimation procedure may prove useful in future
research to elicit similarity weights.
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Our direct estimation of similarity weights reveal that people’s similarity-weighted reasoning generally
appears to be more sophisticated than a simple triangular window. In the laboratory experiments,
there is some indication that players avoid exactly the winning number in the unique positive integer
games, whereas the similarity window is asymmetric in the beauty contest game. Another sign of more
sophisticated similarity-weighted reasoning is that players in the CUPI game imitate numbers based on
strategic similarity rather than numeric similarity. Moreover, we …nd no evidence of similarity-weighted
reasoning in all-pay auctions and the Tullock contest games. In Tullock contest game players rather
seem to categorize strategy sets by mainly considering numbers divisible by …ve. We leave it to future
research to develop a more general understanding of how players mentally process large strategy sets.
For some attempts in this direction see Jehiel (2005), Jehiel & Samet (2007), and Mohlin (2014).
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Online Appendix
Appendix A: Additional Results and Proofs
Probability Matching in LUPI
Proposition A1 shows that, in equilibrium, the probability a number is played is proportional to
the probability that number wins. The probability that number k wins in the LUPI game is wk (p) =
N pk k (p), where N can be either …xed or Poisson-distributed.
Proposition A1. Consider
the LUPI game and suppose that p has full support. There is probability
P
matching, pk = wk = j wj for all k, if and only if p is the symmetric Nash equilibrium.
Proof. Suppose that p is the symmetric Nash equilibrium. Since p has full support
have
wk = N pk :
Summing both sides of (A1) over k gives
X

wk = N

X

pk = N

k

=

for all k we

(A1)

:

P
P
Dividing the left-hand side of (A1) with
wk and the right-hand side with N
gives pk = wk = wk .
To prove
P the other direction, suppose that p is a mixed strategy with full support that satis…es
pk = wk = j wj . Since wk = N pk k we have

or equivalently k =
strategy equilibrium.

P

j

N pk k
;
pk = P
j wj

wj =N . Because the right-hand side is the same for all k, it must be a mixed

We can use this property to verify whether the equilibrium with population uncertainty is a good
approximation of the equilibrium with a …xed number of players. We simulated a …xed number of players
(N = 53; 783) playing according to the equilibrium with population uncertainty about 750 million times,
and …nd the resulting distribution of winning numbers is practially indistinguishable from the equilibrium
disribution. This strongly suggests the equilibrium with Poisson-distributed population uncertainty is a
very good approximation of the …xed-N equilibrium when the number of players is large.
Concepts and Notation
We borrow the following notation and de…nitions from Benaïm (1999): Consider a metric space (X; d)
(in our case it is the simplex and Euclidean distance) and a semi-‡ow : R+ X ! X induced by a
vector …eld F on X. A point x 2 X is a rest point (an equilibrium in Benaïm’s terminology) if t (x) = x
for all t. A point x 2 X is an !-limit point of x if x = limtk !1 tk (x) for some sequence tk ! 1.
Intuitively, an !-limit point of x is a point to which the semi-‡ow t (x) always returns. The !-limit
set of x, denoted ! (x), is the set of !-limit points of x. The de…nition of an !-limit can be extended
to a discrete time system. A set A X is invariant if t (A) = A for all t 2 R. A subset A X is an
attractor for if (i) A is non-empty, compact and invariant, and (ii) A has a neighborhood U X such
that limt!1 d ( t ; A) ! 0 uniformly in x 2 U (the distance between t and the closest point in A). An
attractor A is a proper attractor if it contains no proper subset that is an attractor.
For > 0, and T > 0, a ( ; T )-pseudo-orbit from a 2 X to b 2 X is a …nite sequence of partial
trajectories f t (yi ) : 0 t ti gi=0;:::;k 1 , with ti T , such that d (y0 ; a) < , d tj (yj ) ; yj+1 < for
j = 0; :::; k 1, and yk = b. A point a 2 X is chain recurrent if there is a ( ; T )-pseudo-orbit from a to
a for every > 0, and T > 0. Let
X be a non-empty invariant set.
is called chain recurrent on
if every point x 2 is a chain recurrent point for j , the restriction of to . A compact invariant
set on which is chain recurrent is called an internally chain recurrent set.
The study of this kind of stochastic processes was initiated by Robbins & Monro (1951). The
ODE method originates with Ljung (1977). For a book-length treatment of the theory of stochastic
approximation, see Benveniste et al. (1990).

1

Proof of Proposition 1
We being by deriving an expressions for the law of motion of p (t).
pk (t + 1)

Ak (t + 1)
pk (t) = PK
j=1 Aj (t + 1)

Ak (t)
PK
j=1 Aj (t)

Ak (t) + rk (t)
= PK
j=1 (Aj (t) + rj (t))

pk (t)

PK
Ak (t) + rk (t) pk (t) j=1 (Aj (t) + rj (t))
=
PK
j=1 (Aj (t) + rj (t))
PK
rk (t) pk (t) j=1 rj (t)
=
.
PK
j=1 Aj (t + 1)

(A2)

This formulation makes it clear that p (t) is a process with decreasing step size since c > 0 ensures
that the sum of reinforcements grows without bound. Note that the stochastic nature
PK of the process is
due to randomness of the reinforcement terms frj (t)gK
,
which
also
enter
into
j=1
j=1 Aj (t + 1), by the
de…nition of the updating rule (2).
Let ( ; F; ) be a probability space and fFt g a …ltration such that Ft is a sigma-algebra that represents the history of the system up until the beginning of period t. The process p is adapted to fFt g. We
can write
p (t + 1) p (t) = (t + 1) (F (t) + U (t + 1)) ;
where the step size is
1

(t + 1) = PK

j=1

the expected motion is

F (t) = E [rk (t) jFt ]

Aj (t + 1)

pk (t)

K
X
j=1

;

E [rj (t) jFt ] ;

and U (t + 1) is a stochastic process adapted to fFt g;
U (t + 1) = rk (t)

E [rk (t) jFt ]

pk (t)

K
X

(rj (t)

j=1

E [rj (t) jFt ]) .

We write (t + 1) and U (t + 1) but F (t) because the former two terms depend on events that take place
after the beginning of period t, whereas the latter term only depends on the attractions at the beginning
of period t.
The stochastic process moves in discrete time. In order to be able to compare it with a deterministic
process that moves in continuous time, we consider the interpolation of the stochastic process. As de…ned
in the main text the continuous time interpolated stochastic GCI process p~ : R+ ! Rm is
p~ (t + s) = p (t) + s
for all n 2 N and 0

s

p (t + 1) p (t)
,
1= (t + 1)

1= (t + 1).

h
i
2
Note that E [U (t + 1) jFt ] = 0, and supt E kU (t + 1)k jFt
C for some constant C. Moreover,
P1
P1
2
for any realization limt!1 (t) = 0,
t=1 (t) = 1, and
t=1 ( (t)) < 1. Also F is a bounded
locally Lipschitz vector …eld. Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, with remark 4.3 in Benaïm (1999) imply that
with probability 1, the interpolated process p~ is an asymptotic pseudotrajectory of the ‡ow induced
by F . Since f~
p (t) : t 0g is precompact, we obtain the following result from Benaïm’s Theorem 5.7 and
Proposition 5.3.
With probability 1, every !-limit set of p~ is a compact invariant set for the ‡ow
induced by the
continuous time deterministic GCI dynamic
p_k = E [rk (t) jFt ]

pk (t)

K
X
j=1

2

E [rj (t) jFt ] ;

(A3)

and j , the restriction of
to , admits no proper attractor.
The next step is to calculate the expected reinforcement. Using our speci…cation of reinforcements
(6) with the added term c, it is easy to …nd that
E [rkc (t) jFt ] = npk (t)

k

(p (t)) + c;

where k is the expected payo¤, i.e. the probability of winning, when playing k with probability one.
By plugging this into the general stochastic approximation result (A3) and suppressing the reference to
t, we obtain the desired result.
PK
Remark A1. If c = 0 then we face the problem that the step size (t) = 1= i=1 ri (t) is not guaranteed
P1
P1
2
to satisfy limt!1 (t) = 0,
1 would
t=1 (t) = 1, and
t=1 (t) < 1. With c = 0 Proposition
hP
i
P1
1
2
<
continue to hold if almost surely limt!1 (t) = 0, almost surely t=1 (t) = 1, and E
t=1 (t)
1. These conditions hold if the probability of a tie is bounded away from zero. Unfortunately along
trajectories towards the boundary, speci…cally towards monomorphic states, this need not be the case.
Proposition 1 with Heterogenous Initial Attractions
We may relax the assumption that all individuals have the same initial attractions. Then, we have
to distinguish the strategy of individual i, denoted i , from the average strategy in the population.
Suppose that there M individuals in the population from which players are drawn. (Think of M as
being arbitrarily large but …nite.) The average strategy in the population is
p=

M
1 X
M i=1

i

:

We have
i
k

i
k

(t + 1)

rk (t) +
(t) = PK

i
k

(t)

i
j=1 Aj

PK

j=1 rj

(t)

(t) + rj (t)
PK
rk (t) + ik (t) j=1 rj (t)
=P
PK
Pt
K
i
j=1 Aj (1) +
j=1
=1 rj ( )
0
PK
rk (t) + ik (t) j=1 rj (t)
B
+O@ P
= P
Pt
K
K
j=1
=1 rj ( )

j=1

Next, use this to …nd
pk (t + 1)
1
=
M

M
X
i=1

pk (t)
rk (t) +
PK

rk (t) +
=

1
M

PM

j=1

j=1

We can write

(t)

i
j=1 Aj

PK

=P
K

i
k

1
Pt

i=1

Pt

j=1 rj

=1 rj

( )

0

@rk (t) + pk (t)
p (t) =

=1 rj

( )

C

2A.

(t)

(t) + rj (t)
PK
i
k (t)
j=1 rj (t)

=1 rj ( )

p (t + 1)

PK

1
Pt

1

0

B
+O@ P
K

j=1

K
X
j=1

0

1
Pt

=1 rj

rj (t) + O @ P

K
j=1

( )

1
Pt

1
C

2A

=1 rj ( )
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AA .

(t + 1) (F (t) + U (t + 1) + b (t + 1)) ;

where F (t) and U (t + 1) are de…ned as before, the step size is slightly modi…ed (initial attractions are
removed),
1
(t + 1) = P
;
Pt
K
j=1
=1 rj ( )
3

and the new term is -

0

1
Pt

b (t + 1) = O @ P

K
j=1

1

A:

=1 rj ( )

(We write (t + 1), U (t + 1), and b (t + 1), but F (t), because the former three terms depend on events
that take place after the beginning of period t whereas the latter term only depends on the attractions
at the beginning of period t.) Note that limt!1 b (t) = 0. With the added help of remark 4.5 in Benaïm
(1999), the proof of Proposition 1 can be used again.
Proof of Proposition 2
In proving this result we refer to the LUPI game. The result holds for the CUPI game as well since
it’s strategy space is merely a permutation of the strategy space of the LUPI game.
We start by noting that the dynamic (7) can be rewritten as follows
0
1
K
X
p_k = npk @ ck (p)
pj cj (p) A ;
(A4)
j=1

where, noting that limpi !1

c
npi

= +1, we de…ne
c
i

i

(p) =

(p) +
+1

c
npi

if pi > 0
:
if pi = 0

We may consider an auxiliary perturbed LUPI game with expected payo¤s ci (p) rather than i (p) for
all i. Hence, the perturbed replicator dynamic for a LUPI game with a Poisson distributed number of
players game can be interpreted as the unperturbed replicator dynamic for the perturbed LUPI game
with a Poisson distributed number of players. It is immediate that (7) has a rest point pc at which
c
c
i (p) + npi = i (p ) for all i. As c ! 0, this rest point converges to the Nash equilibrium of the
unperturbed game.
Part 1
We show that the perturbed replicator dynamic (7) has a unique interior rest point pc , by showing
that the auxiliary perturbed LUPI game with a Poisson distributed number of players has a unique
symmetric interior equilibrium pc .
Existence follows from Myerson (1998). Full support is ensured by the fact that limpi !1 i (p) + npc i =
+1, while
action, so

i

(p) +

c
npi

is …nite on the interior. In equilibrium, the expected payo¤ is the same for each

c
k+1 (p)

=e

npk+1

k
Y

1

npi e

npi

+

i=1

=e

npk

kY1

1

npi e

npi

i=1

+

c
npk+1

c
=
npk

c
k (p);

or equivalently,
c

n
enpk+1
= enpk+1 k 1
enpk
Y

1
pk+1

(1

1
pk

npi e

+ 1

npk e

npk

:

npi )

i=1

Taking logarithms on both sides

pk+1

0

B
c
1
1
n pk+1
pk
1 B
B
pk = ln Benpk+1 k 1
+ 1
n B
Y
@
(1 npi e npi )
i=1

4

npk e

npk

1

C
C
C
C:
C
A

(A5)

Note that as c ! 0, the left-hand side approaches n1 ln (1 npk e npk ). Since (1 npk e npk ) 2 (0; 1)
for all p 2 int ( ), there is some c (k) such that if c < c (k), then we have n1 ln (1 npk e npk ) < 0 for
the equilibrium p. This implies that pk+1 < pk . We can establish such a bound c (k) for each k. Let
c = mink c (k), so that if c < c then pk+1 < pk for all k. For every candidate equilibrium value of p1 the
relationship (A5) recursively determines all equilibrium probabilities. Since the probabilities sum to one
and since pk+1 < pk for all k, there is a unique equilibrium.
Part 2
Proposition 1 implies that the realization of the stochastic GCI process almost surely converges to a
compact invariant set that admits no proper attractor under the ‡ow induced by the perturbed replicator
dynamic (7). Part 1 implies that the only candidate rest point in the interior is the perturbed Nash
equilibrium.
Part 3
To rule out convergence to the boundary, recall that the initial attractions are strictly positive. Since
no boundary point is a Nash equilibrium, the proofs of Lemma 3 and Proposition 3 in Hopkins & Posch
(2005) can be adapted; for instance one may consider the unperturbed dynamic in the perturbed game
(de…ned by the perturbed payo¤s c ). If p0 6= pc , then p0 is not a Nash equilibrium of the perturbed
game. If a point p0 is not a Nash equilibrium, then the Jacobian for the replicator dynamic, evaluated
at p0 , has at least one strictly positive eigenvalue. Hopkins & Posch (2005) show that this rules out
convergence. For a related point, see Beggs (2005).
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Appendix B: A Family of GCI Models
As described in section 2.5, in order to be able to generalize the learning rule that we de…ned for
WTA games, we de…ne four di¤erent versions of GCI that happen to coincide in WTA games, but which
may yield di¤erent predictions in other games.
Let Mk (s) denote the set of players picking strategy k under strategy pro…le s, and let mk (s) =
jMk (s)j be the number of players picking strategy k under strategy pro…le s. The realized payo¤ to
player i unders trategy pro…le s is ui (s; !), where ! denotes the realisation of a random variable. For
example, in the
P beauty contest ! determines which player that wins the price in case of a tie. We assume
1
that mk (s(t))
ieMk (s(t)) ui (s (t) ; !) is constant across realisations !, meaning that ! only a¤ects the
distribution of payo¤s at a given strategy pro…le.
Under payo¤ -proportional frequency-independent global cumulative imitation (PFI-GCI) reinforcements are
P
1
ieMk (s(t)) ui (s (t) ; !) + c if Mk (s) 6= ?;
mk (s(t))
rkP F I (t) =
(B1)
c
otherwise.
Here reinforcement of a strategy k is proportional to the sum of payo¤s earned by those playing that
strategy. Such reinforcements can be calculated based only on information about the payo¤ that was
received by actions that someone played. Alternatively, players may also have information about the
number of players playing each strategy.
Under payo¤ -proportional frequency-dependent global cumulative imitation (PFD-GCI) reinforcements
are
P
mk (t) ieMk (s(t)) ui (s (t) ; !) + mk (t) c if Mk (s) 6= ?,
rkP F D (t) =
(B2)
mk (t) c
otherwise.
Note that rkP F D (t) = mk (t) rkP F I (t). In the WTA games, subjects do not have any information about
mk (t) unless k is the winning number. However, if c = 0 then mk (t) c = 0 so that rkP F D (t) = 0 for
all k other than the winning number. Thus, for c = 0 subjects in our WTA experiments could update
attractions with reinforcements of the form rkP F D (t).
Next consider imitation that only reinforces the winning actions – the highest earning action – by
the highest amount earned. In line with Roth (1995), we de…ne winner-takes-all frequency-independent
global cumulative imitation (WFD-GCI),
rkW F I (t) =

ui (s (t) ; !) + c if i 2 maxi ui (s (t) ; !) ;
0
otherwise.

(B3)

Roth does not explicitly add a constant c but he assumes, equivalently, that all payo¤s are strictly
positive.
We also de…ne a frequency-dependent version of winner-takes-all imitation (which is not mentioned
in Roth, 1995). The set of highest earning players is arg maxi0 ui0 (s (t) ; !), and such a player earns
maxi0 ui0 (s (t) ; !). We de…ne winner-takes-all frequency-dependent global cumulative imitation (WFIGCI) i
rkW F D (t) =

arg maxi0 ui0 (s (t) ; !) (ui (s (t) ; !) + c) if i 2 arg maxi0 ui0 (s (t) ; !) and si = k;
0
otherwise.

(B4)

In the WTA games, if c = 0, then rkW F D (t) = 0 for all k other than the winning number. Thus, for c = 0,
subjects in our WTA experiments could update attractions with reinforcements of the form rkW F D (t).
The following proposition relates the four di¤erent members of the GCI family in winner-takes-all
games.
Proposition B1. In WTA games
lim rkP F I (t) = lim rkP F D (t) lim = rkW F I (t) lim = rkW F D (t) =

c!0

c!0

c!0

c!0

1
0

if k = k (s (t))
.
otherwise.

Proof. Follows from the fact that in WTA games, mk (t) ui (s (t) ; !) = 1 for winning i and k = si and
mk (t) ui (s (t) ; !) = 0 for all other k and i.
Proposition B1 implies that we are unable to distinguish the members of the GCI family in winnertakes-all games. However, in general, the di¤erent members of the GCI-family can be distinguished as
they induce di¤erent dynamics. We can show that PFD induces a noisy replicator dynamic in all games.
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Proposition B2. Consider a symmetric game and assume that c > mini ui (s; !) for all !. In a …xed
N -player game, the GCI continuous time dynamic with PFD-reinforcement (B2) is
0
1
K
X
p_k = N pk @ k (p)
pj j (p)A + c (1 Kpk ) .
j=1

In a Poisson n-player game, the GCI continuous time dynamic with PFD-reinforcement (B2) is
0
1
K
X
p_k = npk @ k (p)
pj j (p)A + c (1 Kpk ) .
j=1

Proof. Let Xt (k) be the total number of players who are drawn to participate and choose strategy k in
period t. For a given focal individual who is drawn to play the game, let Yt (k) be the number of other
players who pick k in period t. In the Poisson game, the ex ante probability of Xt (k) = m is equal to
the probability that Yt (k) = m conditional on the focal individual being drawn to play. This is due to
the environmental equivalence-property of Poisson games (Myerson, 1998). However in a game with a
…xed number of N players, this is not the case.
We now derive the expected reinforcement P F D . To simplify
P the exposition, we suppress the reference
to Ft . To simplify notation we write uk (s (t)) = mk (t) ieMk (s(t)) ui (s (t) ; !). For both …xed and
Poisson distributed number of players, we have
E rkP F D (t) jFt
=

N
X
j=1

=

N
X
j=1

=

Pr (X (k) = j) E rkP F D (s) jX (k) = j + Pr (X (k) = 0) (c 0)
Pr (X (k) = j) E [j (uk (s (t)) + c) jY (k) = j

N
X1
j=0

1 ^ X (k) = j]

Pr (X (k) = j + 1) E [(j + 1) (uk (s (t)) + c) jY (k) = j ^ X (k) = j + 1] .

For …xed N -player games, we need to translate from Pr (X (k) = j + 1) to Pr (Y (k) = j). Use
1 j
N 1 j
pk (1 pk )
j
(n 1)!
N
pj (1 pk )
=
j! (n 1 j)! k

Pr (Y (k) = j) =

N

1 j

,

to obtain
N
N (j+1)
pj+1 (1 pk )
j+1 k
N!
N
=
pj+1 (1 pk )
(j + 1)! (N (j + 1))! k
N pk
(N 1)!
N j 1
=
pj (1 pk )
j + 1 j! (N j 1)! k
N pk
=
Pr (Yi (k) = j) .
j+1

Pr (X (k) = j + 1) =

j 1

Plugging this into (B5) yields
E rkP F D (t) jFt
=

N
X1
j=0

= N pk

N pk
Pr (Yi (k) = j) E [(j + 1) (uk (s (t)) + c) jY (k) = j ^ X (k) = j + 1]
j+1
N
X1
j=0

Pr (Yi (k) = j) E [(uk (s (t)) + c) jY (k) = j ^ X (k) = j + 1] ,
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(B5)

or
E rkP F D (t) jFt = N pk (

k

(p (t)) + c) .

(B6)

Plugging (B6) into the general stochastic approximation result (A3) gives the desired result for …xed
N -player games.
For Poisson-distributed N , we have
j

j+1

Pr (X (k) = j + 1) =

enpk (npk )
(j + 1)!

=

npk enpk (npk )
npk
=
Pr (X (k) = j + 1) :
j+1
j!
j+1

Plugging this into (B5) yields
E rkP F D (t) jFt
=

N
X1
j=0

= npk

npk
Pr (X (k) = j + 1) E [(j + 1) (uk (s (t)) + c) jY (k) = j ^ X (k) = j + 1]
j+1
N
X1
j=0

= npk (

k

Pr (X (k) = j + 1) E [(uk (s (t)) + c) jY (k) = j ^ X (k) = j + 1]

(p (t)) + c) .

Using this in the general stochastic approximation result (A3) gives the desired result for Poisson games.

The other three GCI models – PFI, WFI and WFD – do not generally lead to any version of the
replicator dynamic. This can be veri…ed by calculating the expected reinforcement and plugging it into
equation (A3). The di¤erent models also di¤er in their informational requirements: WDI requires the
least feedback, whereas PFD requires the most. Nevertheless, players could still use all four models in
our experimental games although they only receive feedback about the action that obtained the highest
payo¤, i.e. the winner. Since players can infer the payo¤ of all other players (zero unless they win), they
can use both winner-imitation and proportional imitation. Moreover, even though they only know the
number of individuals who picked the winning action (one individual), they are still able to compute the
product of payo¤ and the number of players for all actions (since it is zero for all non-winning actions).
For this reason, they are able to use both frequency dependent and frequency independent imitation.
Similarity-weighted GCI in WTA games
We may add similarity-weights to each of the speci…cations of reinforcement de…ned above. With the
similarity function (5) reinforcement factors in the WTA games are
r^k (t) =

k

c

(k (t)) + c if there is a winner, k (t) , in period t;
:
otherwise.

(B7)

Proposition B3. In a LUPI game with a Poisson distributed number of players, the GCI continuous
time dynamic with reinforcement (B7) is the following dynamic
0
1
K
X
p_k = n @ ^ k (p) pk
^ j (p)A + (1 K) c;
(B8)
j=1

where ^ k denotes the similarity- and frequency-weighted payo¤
^ k (p) =

K
X

pl

l=0
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l

(p)

k

(l) :

Proof. Expected reinforcement (B7) is
E [rk (t) jFt ] = E [ k (k (s (t))) jFt ] + c
n
o
3
2
kj
max 0; 1 jk (s(t))
W
n
o Ft 5 + c
= E4 P
K
jk (s(t)) ij
max
0;
1
i=0
W
n
o 1
0
K
max 0; 1 jlWkj
X
n
oA + c
=
Pr (k (s (t)) = ljFt ) @ P
K
jl ij
max
0;
1
l=0
i=0
W
=

K
X

npl (t)

l

(p (t))

k

(l) + c:

l=0

By using the expression for E [rk (t) jFt ] in the general stochastic approximation result (A3) and suppressing the reference to t, we obtain the desired result.
Note that this is not the noisy replicator dynamic, hence we cannot be sure that the limiting behavior
of (B8) is the same as that of (7). A rest point p^ of (B8) solves, for each k,
p^k =

n^ k (^
p) + c
:
PK
n j=1 ^ j (^
p) + Kc

We can verify that p (the equilibrium of the game without similarity-adjustment) is not a rest point
(when c = 0):
PK
npl l (p ) k (l)
^ k (p )
= l=0
PK
PK
j=1 ^ j (p )
l=0 npl l (p )
PK
npl
k (l)
= l=0
PK
l=0 npl
PK
pl k (l)
= l=0
PK
l=0 pl
=

K
X

pl

k

(l)

l=0

6= pk :

Figure B1 shows the results from the simulations of similarity-weighted GCI in the LUPI games,
described in section 2.4.
[INSERT FIGURE B1 HERE]
Figure B1. Simulated similarity-weighted GCI process for the laboratory LUPI game
(K = 99 and n = 26:9)
The (blue) line corresponds to the equilibrium. The crosses indicate the average end state after 100; 000
rounds of simulated play with 100 di¤erent initial conditions. The top panel shows similarity-weighted
GCI for window size W = 3 and the bottom panel for W = 6. The noise parameter c is set to 0:00001.
The error bars show one standard deviation above/below the mean across the 100 simulations.
We study similarity-weighted GCI in the general case by restricting attention to payo¤-proportional,
frequency-dependent GCI:
( P
K
K
X
(l) ml (t) usi (t) (s (t)) + c if si (t) = k for some i,
PFD
PFD
l=1 kP
r^k
(t) =
(l)
r
(t)
=
(B9)
K
k
l
otherwise.
l=1 k (l) mk (t) c
l=1
For this kind of reinforcement the deterministic dynamic is a replicator dynamic for similarity- and
frequency-weighted payo¤s, plus a noise term.
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Proposition B4. Consider a symmetric game with an ordered strategy set S = f1; 2; :::; Kg for each
player. Assume that c > mini ui (s; !) for all !. In a …xed N -player game, the GCI continuous time
dynamic with similarity-weighted PFD-reinforcement (B9) is
0
1
!
K
K
X
X
p_k = N @ ^ k (p) pk (t)
^ j (p)A + cN
pl k (l) pk (t) .
j=1

l=1

In a Poisson n-player game, the GCI continuous time dynamic with PFD-reinforcement (B2) is
0
1
!
K
K
X
X
p_k = n @ ^ k (p) pk (t)
^ j (p)A + cn
pl k (l) pk (t) .
j=1

l=1

As in the main text ^ k denotes the similarity- and frequency-weighted payo¤
^ k (p) =

K
X

pl

l

(p)

k

(l) :

l=0

Proof. In the Poisson case expected reinforcement is,
E r^kP F D (t) jFt =
=

K
X

k

(l) E rlP F D (t) jFt :

k

(l) npl (

l=1

K
X

l

(p (t)) + c)

l=1

K
X

=

k

(l) npl

(p (t)) +

l

l=1

=n

K
X

k

!

(l) npl c

l=1

^ k (p) + c

K
X

k

(l) pl

l=1

!

Using this in (A3) yields
p_k = n

^ k (p) + c
0

K
X

= n @ ^ k (p)

pk (t)

= n @ ^ k (p)

pk (t)

0

k

(l) pl

l=1

K
X
j=1

K
X
j=1

!

npk (t)
1

^ j (p)A + cn
1

^ j (p)A + cn

A similar result is obtained for the …xed N case.
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K
X

^ j (p) + c

j=1

K
X

(

K
X

j

(l) pl

l=1

k

(l) pl

pk (t) pl )

l=1

K
X
l=1

pl

k

(l)

!

pk (t) ;

!

Appendix C: Global Convergence
In the main text it is established that if the stochastic GCI-process converges to a point then it
must converge to (a perturbed version of) the unique interior equilibrium. In order to establish that the
process does indeed converge to this point and not to something else than a point –e.g. a periodic orbit
– we simulated the learning process. As explained in Section 2.3.2 we used the lab parameters K = 99
and n = 26:9, and randomly drew 100 di¤erent initial conditions. For each initial condition, we ran the
process for 10 million rounds. Figure C1 shows the resulting distribution at the end of these 10 million
rounds, averaged over the 100 initial conditions.
[INSERT FIGURE C1 HERE]
Figure C1. Simulated GCI process for the laboratory LUPI game (K = 99 and n = 26:9)
The (blue) line corresponds to the equilibrium. The crosses indicate the average end state after 10
million rounds of simulated play with 100 di¤erent initial conditions. The noise parameter c is set to
0:00001. The error bars show one standard deviation above/below the mean across the 100 simulations.
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Appendix D: Additional Empirical Results
[INSERT FIGURE D1 HERE.]
Figure D1. Distribution of chosen (thick solid line) and winning (thin solid line) numbers
in all sessions from period 25 and onwards and equilibrium (dashed line).

[INSERT FIGURE D2 HERE.]
Figure D2. Correlation between winning and chosen numbers in laboratory LUPI game
The di¤erence between the winning numbers at time tand time t 1 (solid line) compared to the
di¤erence between the average chosen number at time t + 1 and time t (dashed line). Data from one
periond in the …rst session excluded to make …gure readable (winner was 67).
[INSERT FIGURE D3 HERE.]
Figure D3. Fit of GCI learning model for …eld LUPI data for di¤erent values of W and .
This …gure shows the sum of squared deviations between the …eld LUPI data and the GCI learning
model for W = 500; :::; 2500 and between 0:4 and 2.
[INSERT FIGURE D4 HERE.]
Figure D4. Empirical densities (bars), estimated learning model (solid lines),
Poisson-Nash equilibrium (dashed line), and winning numbers (dotted lines) for
laboratory session 1, period 2-6.
[INSERT FIGURE D5 HERE.]
Figure D5. Empirical densities (bars), estimated learning model (solid lines),
Poisson-Nash equilibrium (dashed line), and winning numbers (dotted lines) for
laboratory session 2, period 2-6.
[INSERT FIGURE D6 HERE.]
Figure D6. Empirical densities (bars), estimated learning model (solid lines),
Poisson-Nash equilibrium (dashed line), and winning numbers (dotted lines) for
laboratory session 3, period 2-6.
[INSERT FIGURE D7 HERE.]
Figure D7 Empirical densities (bars), estimated learning model (solid lines),
Poisson-Nash equilibrium (dashed line), and winning numbers (dotted lines) for
laboratory session 4, period 2-6.
[INSERT FIGURE D8 HERE.]
Figure D8: Fit of GCI learning model for laboratory LUPI data for di¤erent values of W
and .
[INSERT FIGURE D9 HERE.]
Figure D9: The e¤ect of winning numbers on chosen numbers in SLUPI, pmBC and
CUPI.
The di¤erence between the winning numbers at time t and time t 1 (solid line) compared to the
di¤erence between the average chosen number at time t + 1 and time t (dotted line). Winning numbers
that change more than 10 numbers is shown as 10/-10 in graph. The strategy space in CUPI has been
transformed as described in the main text.
[INSERT FIGURE D10 HERE.]
Figure D10. Estimated reinforcement factors in SLUPI, pmBC and CUPI including only
period 1-5
[INSERT FIGURE D11 HERE.]
Figure D11. Average e¤ort (dotted lines) and average predicted choice from
similarity-weighted PFD-GCI learning model (solid lines) in the Tullock contest.
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A payo¤ of 80 has been added to each players’payo¤ to make reinforcements positive. Initial
attractions are based on …rst-period choices and scaled to sum to 320 (which is the total payo¤ in a
round if all players play 0). Estimated window size is W = 1 and precision = 0:76.
[INSERT FIGURE D12 HERE.]
Figure D12. Average bid (dotted lines) and average predicted choice from
similarity-weighted PFD-GCI learning model (solid lines) in the all-pay auction.
A payo¤ of 105 has been added to each players’payo¤ to make reinforcements positive. Choices have
been rounded o¤ to the nearest integer. Initial attractions are based on …rst-period choices and scaled
to sum to 105 multiplied by the number of players in the session. Estimated window size is W = 1 and
precision = 0:93.
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Appendix E: Experimental Instructions
Experimental Payment
At the end of the experiment, you will receive a show-up fee of NT$100, and whatever amount of
Experimental Standard Currency (ESC) you earned in the experiment converted into NT dollars. The
amount you will receive, which will be di¤erent for each participant, depends on your decisions, the
decisions of others, and chance. All earnings are paid in private and you are not obligated to tell others
how much you have earned. Note: The exchange rate for Experimental Standard Currency and NT
dollars is 1:1 (1 ESC = NT$1).
Note: Please do not talk during the experiment. Raise your hand if you have any questions; the
experimenter will come to you and answer them.
Instructions for Part I
Part I consists of 20 rounds. In each round, everyone has to choose a whole number between 1 and
100. Whoever chooses the second-lowest, uniquely chosen number wins. For example, if the chosen
numbers are (in order) 1, 1, 1, 2, 3, 3, 4, 5, 5, 5, 6, 7, 7, the unique numbers are 2, 4, 6. The second
lowest among them is 4, so whoever chose 4 is the winner of this round. If there is no second-lowest
unique number, nobody wins this round.
Raise your hand if you have any questions; the experimenter will come to you and answer them.
Now we will start Part I and there will be 20 rounds. All of the Experimental Standard Currency
(ESC) you earn in these rounds will be converted into NT dollars according to the 1:1 exchange rate and
given to you. So please chose carefully when making your decisions.
Instructions for Part II
Part II also consists of 20 rounds. In each round, everyone has to choose a whole number between 1
and 100. The computer will then calculate the median of all chosen numbers. Whoever chooses closest
to “(median)x0.3+5”wins. For example, if there are three participants and they choose 1, 2, and 3. The
median is 2, and 2x0.3+5=5.6. Among 1, 2, and 3, the closest number to 5.6 is 3, so whoever chose 3 is
the winner of this round. If there are two or more people who choose the closest number, the computer
will randomly choose one of them to be the winner.
Raise your hand if you have any questions; the experimenter will come to you and answer them.
Now we will start Part II and there will be 20 rounds. All of the Experimental Standard Currency
(ESC) you earn in these rounds will be converted into NT dollars according to the 1:1 exchange rate and
given to you. So please chose carefully when making your decisions.
Instructions for Part III
Part III consists of 20 rounds. In each round, everyone has to choose a whole number between 1 and
100. Whoever chooses closest to 50, uniquely chosen number wins. If there are two numbers of the same
distance to 50, the larger number wins. For example, you win if there are two or more who choose 50
and you uniquely choose 51. If there are two or more who choose 50 and 51, we will have to check (in
order) if anyone uniquely chose 49, 52, 48, etc.
[INSERT FIGURE E1 HERE]
Figure E1. Figure included in the CUPI game instructions.
If no number is uniquely chosen, nobody wins in this round.
Raise your hand if you have any questions; the experimenter will come to you and answer them.
Now we will start Part III and there will be 20 rounds. All of the Experimental Standard Currency
(ESC) you earn in these rounds will be converted into NT dollars according to the 1:1 exchange rate and
given to you. So please chose carefully when making your decisions.
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Appendix F: Belief-based Learning
In this section, we brie‡y discuss whether …ctitious play and Bayesian belief-based learning can
rationalize behavior in the …eld LUPI game.
Bayesian Belief-based Learning
Suppose that a player of the LUPI game uses previous winning numbers to update her prior belief
about the distribution of all players’ play using Bayes’ rule. The resulting posterior would depend
critically upon the prior distribution. The fact that a particular number wins in a round is informative
about the probability that the winning number was chosen, but says very little about the likelihood that
other numbers were chosen – lower numbers than the winning number could either have been chosen a
lot or not chosen at all. Allowing a completely ‡exible Dirichlet prior with K parameters would both
be computationally infeasible and result in very slow learning. Therefore, we instead pick a particular
parameterized prior distribution and assume that the player updates her beliefs about the parameter
of that distribution. Since we could not …nd a standard distribution that is ‡exible enough to capture
the patterns seen in the data, we used the Nash equilibrium distribution with di¤erent values of n.
For low n, this distribution is steep, while for high n it is spread out and has the peculiar “concaveconvex” shape. Since we simply use this as a parameterized prior distribution, n is simply a parameter
of the distribution and should not be confused with the actual number of players in the game. To avoid
confusion, we hereafter instead call this distribution parameter x. Figure F1 illustrates this distribution
for some di¤erent values of x.
[INSERT FIGURE F1 HERE]
Figure F1. The Poisson Nash-equilibrium distribution for di¤erent values of the
parameter x.
In order to simulate belief-based learning using this particular distribution, we …rst calculate the
probability that number k wins if all players play according to the prior distribution for each value of x.
We assume that all individuals share the same prior. Let wx (k) be the probability that number k wins if
P oisson(n) players play according to the equilibrium distribution with the distribution parameter equal
to x. Let bx (t) 2 [0; 1] be the agent’s belief in period t that the parameter of the prior distribution is x.
Beliefs are updated according to
wk (x) bx (t) + "
;
y [wk (y) by (t) + "]

bx (t + 1) = P

where k is the winning number in period t. If " = 0, this is equivalent to standard Bayesian updating,
whereas " > 0 implies that there is some noise in the updating process. This noise term is required to
ensure that all probabilities are positive –otherwise some probabilities will be rounded o¤ to zero.
We have estimated this belief-based learning model for the …eld data using the actual winning numbers
and setting n = 53; 783 and K = 99; 999. We allowed x 2 f1; 2; 3; :::; 99999g and assumed a uniform
prior over x, i.e. bx (0) = 1=99999 for all x. We …rst set " to 10 20 . Figure F2 shows the value of x that
results in the highest value of wx (k) along with the winning numbers in the …eld. As is clear from Figure
F2, the most likely x closely follows the winning number. The reason is that the most likely value of x
when k wins is such that the equilibrium distribution “drops” to zero just around k. The best-response
to this distribution would be to play just above k in the next round. However, belief-learners also take
winning numbers from previous rounds into account. Number 280 wins in the …rst day, and beliefs in the
second day are therefore centered around x = 1731. The best-response to this belief is to play 281. On
the second day, number 922 wins, which is extremely unlikely if players play according to a distribution
with x = 1731. As shown by Figure F3, the agent therefore starts believing that x is around 60; 000
from the third day and onwards, i.e. close to the actual number of players in the …eld. The reason is
that a low number could win either if the distribution happens to drop at the right place, or when the
distribution is very spread out. In the last week, beliefs are centered around x = 57; 000. Since the agent
believes that x is higher than the number of players, guesses are believed to be more spread out than
they actually are and the best response is to pick 1 from the third round and onwards.
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[INSERT FIGURE F2 HERE]
Figure F2. Winning numbers in the …eld (solid lines) along with the most likely value of
x given that all players play according to prior distribution.

[INSERT FIGURE F3 HERE]
Figure F3. Evolution of posterior beliefs about parameter x.
It is clear that belief-based learning with our particular choice of a parameterized distribution cannot
rationalize imitative behavior in the …eld. Interestingly, however, the model can rationalize imitative
behavior for higher values of the noise parameter. A high epsilon essentially implies a higher degree of
forgetting and, consequently, that the experience of the last round is relatively more important. For
example, if we set " = 10 10 , the peak of the agent’s posterior corresponds to the most likely x in each
period shown in Figure F2. The best-response to these beliefs is to pick a number slightly above the
previous winning numbers during most of the rounds.
Fictitious Play
In our laboratory LUPI experiments, players only observed previous winning numbers. In the …eld
game, however, it was possible to do so with some e¤ort (by downloading and processing raw text …les
from the gambling company’s website). Although we strongly suspect that not many players did this,
we cannot rule it out. We therefore also estimate a …ctitious play learning model in which players form
beliefs about which numbers that will be chosen based on the past empirical distribution, and noisily
best respond to those beliefs.
In this model, the perceived probability that number k is chosen in period t + 1 is given by
bk (t + 1) =

t
X
pbk (s)
s=1

t

;

where pbk (t) is the empirical frequency with which number k was played in t. For these beliefs, we calculate
the expected payo¤ of each number assuming that the number of players are Poisson distributed. These
expected payo¤s are transformed into choice probabilities using the same power function (4) as in the
estimation of the other learning models. Choices in the …rst period are assumed be identical to the actual
distribution of play. The resulting model only has one free parameter, the precision parameter .
The best-…tting lambda is = 0:0036 and the SSD is 0:0075. The …t is considerably poorer than the
imitation learning model which has a SSD of 0:0044 in our baseline estimation. One caveat is that player
heterogeneity might bias estimates in favor of imitation learning, as discussed by Wilcox (2006). Since
we do not have individual-level data for the …eld LUPI game, it is di¢ cult to correct for this potential
bias. Figure F4 shows the median chosen number in the …eld together with the predicted median choice
according to the estimated …ctitious play and GCI model. Although it is clear that …ctitious play predicts
the upward drift in choices in the …eld data, …ctitious play seems to be too rapid and predicts too high
numbers. Figure F5 shows that the …ctitious play model also seems to underpredict the fraction of low
numbers that are played –since numbers below 100 are very common in the data, the expected payo¤ of
playing low numbers is low, and …ctitious play therefore predicts that low numbers are played with low
probability. Although the …t of the …ctitious play model might be improved, for example by assuming
that there is a constant in‡ow of new players with uniform priors, we believe that …ctitious play is a
less convincing explanation for several other reasons: 1) few players probably accessed the complete
distribution, 2) calculating expected payo¤s given the empirical distribution is very complicated, and 3)
learning in the laboratory is very rapid despite the fact that only feedback about winning numbers is
available.
[INSERT FIGURE F4 HERE]
Figure F4. Actual and predicted number chosen in the …eld LUPI game (period 2-49)
The solid line shows the actual median played, the dashed line the predicted median from the baseline
GCI baseline estimation, and the dotted line the predicted median according to the estimated …ctitious
play learning model.
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[INSERT FIGURE F5 HERE]
Figure F5. Actual and predicted numbers below 100 in the …eld LUPI game (period 2-49)
The solid line shows the actual fraction of numbers below 100, the dashed line the predicted fraction of
numbers below 100 from the baseline GCI baseline estimation, and the dotted line the corresponding
prediction of the estimated …ctitious play learning model.
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